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ABSTRACT 

 

A strong relationship exists between the Cahuilla people and their cultural 

landscapes. The meaning of cultural places is expressed through traditional knowledge of 

oral histories, place names, traditional songs, ceremonies and landscape use. Historically, 

the Cahuilla maintained their relationship with landscapes while incorporating new 

lifestyles introduced by the Spanish, Mexicans, and Americans. My thesis provides a 

basic model for examining historical settlements patterns and analyzing the continued 

traditional lifestyle and landscape by the Desert Cahuilla. Using information from 

published ethnographic data and traditional knowledge, I use GIS mapping to provide 

visual support to some hypotheses scholars have on village migrations and continued 

cultural landscape use. This is the first step in researching historic cultural landscape use 

and the information can be used in further analysis in archaeology and cultural resource 

use. Furthermore, this thesis will serve as a significant source in rediscovering, 

reconnecting, and preserving Cahuilla places. 
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“Land gives you power… I could look up and see Cahuilla Mountain. It is still a focus of 

my life. I get strength from it… Just knowing it is there, that it always has been and 

always will be…it gives you power, a personal power to the land. The land is your 

strength and you take care of it.” – Dolores Dee Alvarez, a Cahuilla woman elder 

 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Driving westbound on Interstate 10 from Arizona to California, one usually 

encounters the common scenic view of the arid desert wilderness with its uniquely 

shaped mountain ranges, random clusters of dust devils, robust desert vegetation, and 

hints of urban civilization. Passing the California border and driving for another hour and 

a half, hills created by the San Andreas Fault appear near the Chocolate Mountains. 

Finally peaking over the crest of the last hill and descending into the Coachella Valley, 

one is captivated by the vista view of the valley’s expansive metropolitan area composed 

of several lavish desert cities. Integrated with the cities are small Indian reservations 

designated to federally recognized Cahuilla bands. These bands with their own individual 

reservations are: the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, Cabazon Band of Mission 

Indians, Cahuilla Band of Mission Indians, Augustine Band of Cahuilla Indians, Los 

Coyotes Band of Cahuilla Indians, the Morongo Band of Mission Indians, the Ramona 

Band of Cahuilla Indians, the Santa Rosa Band of Cahuilla Indians, and the Torres-

Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indian Reservation. Tribal members of these reservations are 

the descendants of Cahuilla lineages that traditionally occupied distinctive areas in the 

Coachella Valley desert and surrounding mountains since time immemorial.  

It is now hard to imagine this valley as it once was—a vast, undeveloped yet 

thriving desert environment that provided a homeland for many Cahuilla villages prior to 
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contemporary urbanization. Historically, the Cahuilla villages migrated within their 

traditional homeland, moving from their original settlements to areas that better 

accommodated their needs for survival. Their final settlements became the foundation of 

reserved lands set aside by the federal government. The Cahuilla, like most tribes, 

recognize culture preservation as a fundamental component of the integrity of their 

heritage and identity. Much of the preservation efforts by the Cahuilla bands and their 

cultural resource managers have been focused on cultural places and landscapes outside 

of their reservations.  

 The Cahuilla traditional territory encompasses 2,400 square miles of central 

Southern California with boundaries extending northward into the San Bernardino 

Mountains, eastward toward the Orocopia and Chocolate Mountains, southward near 

Borrego Springs, and westward toward the cities of Riverside and San Bernardino (Bean 

1972:23-24; See Figure 1). The study area that I will be focusing on is within the 

traditional boundary and had been occupied by the Desert Cahuilla. Because the 

traditional Cahuilla homeland is the entire Coachella Valley and desert cities are 

interminably increasing, local Cahuilla tribes struggle to protect, preserve and reconnect 

with their traditional cultural places. The Cahuilla elder quoted at the beginning of this 

chapter explains that land gives “personal power” and inner strength. Without land, the 

people feel lessened. The land and knowledge about the homeland in general and 

important places are critical for the Cahuilla people. 

Traditional knowledge creates both a spiritual and physical connection between 

the Cahuilla people and their cultural landscapes. The elders have shared traditional 
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knowledge with other tribal members to help them identify cultural places and understand 

their cultural meaning. Cultural places are an important part of “living” landscapes where 

members are an “integral part of the land, inseparable from its animals, plants, and 

spirits” (Andrews and Buggey 2008:63-65). Identifying and understanding the meaning 

of cultural places helps explain the relationships among people, land, and resources 

(Zedeño and Bowser 2009:8). The main goal of this thesis is to provide a model for 

general observations of Desert Cahuilla cultural landscape use. In structuring this model, 

I define the relationship between the Desert Cahuilla and cultural places. I identify some 

significant cultural places within the study area. I determine historical impacts, Desert 

Cahuilla lineages, and village settlement locations. Finally, I illustrate and discuss the 

movement of village settlements through time using ArcGIS.      

In Chapter 2, I define cultural landscape, introduce landscape theories and 

approaches that explain place meaning, and discuss traditional knowledge that is 

important in interpreting the landscapes important for Cahuilla culture. Traditional 

knowledge involves stories that provide insight into the responsibilities bestowed upon 

the Cahuilla in land management and preservation. In Chapter 3, I discuss Cahuilla 

traditional stories that have shaped the Cahuilla worldview, enabled them to understand 

their surrounding environments, structured their social, political and religious systems, 

and established connections to cultural places. I have selected a few oral stories that are 

associated with the Desert Cahuilla lineages who lived near cultural places in the Santa 

Rosa Mountains. There are three regional divisions of Cahuilla: the Mountain, Pass and 

Desert Cahuilla. I have chosen the Desert Cahuilla for this study because there is a good 
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amount of published sources and ethnographic data on their cultural use of their 

landscapes. Also, the Desert Cahuilla were not as heavily impacted by historical 

adversaries as the other regional groups were. Observing their traditional relationships 

with their cultural places throughout space and time, we gain insight to how the Desert 

Cahuilla managed to prolong the use of their cultural landscapes.  

In Chapter 4, I give a brief overview of the Spanish, Mexican and American 

intrusions, the occupations and colonialism of Cahuilla territory, and the creation of 

reservations that caused cultural change and displacement of the Cahuilla villages. Early 

pioneers put social and political pressures on the Cahuilla and as a result many parts of 

the traditional lands were lost as they fought for land rights. They struggled to maintain 

their relationships with traditional landscapes as they continued to hunt, gather, and use 

sacred areas. Eventually, the loss of cultural lands produced a social and physical 

disconnect with most cultural places. Fortunately, a few ethnographers during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries produced rich ethnographic data on Cahuilla 

culture. Their ethnographic works combined with oral traditions are sufficient to 

reconstruct traditional tribal landscapes and village settlements of places throughout time 

during the devastating historical impacts. Most of the early ethnographic works I use in 

this thesis were written by William Duncan Strong, Alfred Kroeber, and David Barrows. 

Today’s ethnohistorians such as Lowell Bean analyzed these earlier works, combined 

ethnographic information, and contributed their own anthropological views to produce 

reliable and valuable data. Lowell Bean has also conducted several archaeological 

surveys that contribute to the interpretation of Cahuilla places. In general, these scholars 
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provide critical information on the names of Cahuilla lineages, original village locations, 

migration patterns, cultural resource locations, social and political structure, place names, 

and other important cultural information. This information is used as a database to 

reconstruct historical village settlements.  

Chapter 5 presents tables I have compiled of Cahuilla places and lineage names 

recorded from ethnographic data sources. The area of study that I analyze in this thesis is 

located in the eastern part of the Santa Rosa Mountains and on the desert floor in the 

towns of Coachella, Martinez, Mecca, Indio, and Oasis (See Figure 1). I use ArcGIS 

software to map Desert Cahuilla village settlements in three phases. These phases were 

determined by the ordinal sequence in which the Desert Cahuilla settlement locations 

were given by Cahuilla informants living between 1850-1920AD. The first phase maps 

out villages in their original settlements. The second phase maps out villages during the 

transition period just before the third phase which is the final village locations before the 

designation of Indian reservations. 

In the concluding chapter, I present an overview of my research and its 

contribution to anthropology and archaeology. This research serves as a tool for future 

studies that closely examine original and transitory village settlements for the purpose of 

preserving historic locations. It is also a first step to the overall examination of cultural 

landscape use and can be extended to include Mountain and Pass Cahuilla village 

settlements. This will give researchers a broader sense of the traditional use and village 

settlement patterns of the entire Cahuilla traditional territory.
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Figure 1. Map showing Cahuilla traditional territory and the study area. 

1 
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CHAPTER 2: CULTURAL LANDSCAPES AND PLACE MEANING 

Many anthropologists have come to realize that landscapes are more than just a 

physical area chockfull of material objects, natural wonders and animate life beings 

(Fowles 2010). Landscapes go beyond physicality and enter the cultural realm where 

individuals’ and social group’s perceptions, interpretations, traditional values, and place 

meanings are created and shared. For the purpose of this study of Cahuilla places, it is 

important to understand useful approaches in landscape theory and place meanings in 

order to interpret the archaeological finds within a study area. I consequently begin this 

chapter by defining cultural landscape. I then reflect upon those landscape approaches 

that help to define place meaning for Cahuilla territory and indigenous communities in 

general. Finally, I will address the importance of traditional knowledge and culturally 

specific philosophy that determines landscape relationship and its role in interpreting the 

archaeological record. Indigenous knowledge and interpretive paradigms are assumed to 

be as critical as are academically produced concepts and theories. 

What Is A Cultural Landscape? 

The definition of landscape comes in many forms. Architecturally, landscape is an 

area that can be schematically sketched and modified through visionary and creative 

processes. Geographically and geologically, it is defined as a physical area or region 

where geological features, elemental compositions, and other scientific specifics are 

observed. From an anthropological perspective, landscape is a physical area that includes 

a culture’s perceptions and interpretations that come from the observations and 

manipulation of their environments. Cultural geographer, Carl Sauer (1925:26) best 
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defines landscape as “an area made up of a distinct association of forms, both physical 

and cultural,” where people actively transform physical areas into cultural landscapes. 

Cultural landscapes are defined by Grieder and Garkovich (1994:1) as “symbolic 

environments created by human acts of conferring meaning to nature and the 

environment …” that “reflect our self-definitions … grounded in culture.” Self-definition 

is “our understanding of nature and our relationship to the environment” that allows us to 

culturally identify ourselves through cultural practice and symbolism and reflect these 

meanings through landscape use and symbolism. 

Considering human agency as the cultural transformer of landscapes, I am 

reminded by an historic quote of Oglala Sioux chief, Luther Standing Bear. He once said 

that man “fits into the landscape, for the hand that fashioned the continent also fashioned 

the man for his surroundings” (cited in Welker 2012). Denis Cosgrove (1998:13) 

recognizes human agency in the statement that “landscape is not merely the world we 

see…it is a composition of that world” shaped by humans that reflect “a way of seeing 

the world.” Both of these quotes illustrate what most theoretical approaches have tried to 

accomplish in explaining relationships between groups of human beings and their 

surroundings. In order to investigate these relationships, one must analyze specific 

cultural worldviews and the creation of place meaning, as well as stability or alteration 

overtime. 

What is Place Meaning? 

Place meaning comes from the recognition that geographic space exists and has 

cultural significance (Zedeño and Bowser 2009:6). As people, we all ask the questions 
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“why am I here, how did I get here, and how do I fit in this world?” In answering these 

inquiries, people begin to create cultural and physical identities based on their life 

experiences. We create realities that explain our physical presence and meaning of our 

surrounding environments. Our personal worlds based on our perceptions and our 

understanding of the surrounding environment becomes significant and includes both 

tangible and intangible elements. These elements are imprinted in social memory where 

emotions, moral values, and stories are evoked (Anschuetz et al. 2001; Hedquist et al. 

2012; Zedeño and Bowser 2003).  

Richard Schein, in his 1997 research on U.S. cultural landscapes, suggests that the 

meaning of place comes from a variety of social discourses manifested in textual material 

and ideological forms is inherited through cycles of cultural landscape use. Although his 

theory on discourse materialization may prove to be useful as a framework in 

understanding cultural meanings behind places, his work focuses on tangible elements 

that have an impact on individuals or societies. Some cultural anthropologists and 

archaeologists navigate towards morphological frameworks to interpret the meanings of 

landscape features culturally used by people. However, the interpretations and analyses 

of these “tangible” items become more scientific rather than humanistic (Hedquist et al. 

2012), requiring the analysis of the intangible elements in order to grasp full meaning of 

places.  

Landscape approaches that discuss tangible and intangible elements are found in 

epistemological frameworks. An epistemological approach distinguishes between the 

morphological and phenomenological perceptions of landscapes. In the morphological 
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sense, landscapes can be measured, described and depicted physically (Küchler 1993).  

Phenomenological perceptions focus on the spirituality and sensuous experience of 

landscape (Hedquist et al. 2012; Tilly 1994). Cultural landscapes thus become “living 

entities” that are identified as fundamentally important to cultural heritage (Andrews and 

Buggey 2008). Indigenous communities are creators and stewards of heritages related to 

cultural landscapes and value them as part of their identities. These communities act upon 

their cultural heritage, involving traditional practices related to land. Heritage is therefore 

viewed as the inheritance of traditional practices reflecting upon intangible and cultural 

values that commemorate, recognize, and value cultural places.   

 Having identified place meaning, recognized the importance of tangible and 

intangible elements, and acknowledged the cultural heritage of landscapes, I now turn my 

attention to the bond that members of indigenous cultures have with their landscapes.   

Cultural landscapes are “expressions of a worldview” where spiritually “humans are an 

integral part of the land, inseparable from its animals, plants, and spirits” (Andrews and 

Buggey 2008:63). “Inseparable” relationships are further demonstrated by 

Kuwanwisiwma and Ferguson (2009) in their paper on defining Hopi cultural landscapes. 

They recognize the physical and spiritual bond the Hopi have with landscapes. In the 

Hopi worldview, the “footprints” or physical items left by their ancestors evoke 

memories, emotions and knowledge of the past to present day Hopis. The ancestors are 

described as having created “enduring physical markers” of the past that give place 

meaning that is woven into a cultural landscape (Kuwanwisiwma and Ferguson 2009). 

The Hopi maintain these relationships with the land and past spirits through traditional 
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practices using the landscape in general and specific places. Traditional practices 

associated with these landscapes are passed on to the younger generation and the cultural 

villages, clans, and religious society’s relationships with Hopi landscapes continue.  

Another example of people’s inseparable relationships with landscape is Severin 

Fowles (2012) analysis of physical features. He states that “rock art and other iconic 

features of the landscape become meaningful” when a culture acknowledges “the 

ancestors who continue to act in the present and to convey messages to the living” 

(Fowles 2012:460). The integrity of cultural tradition and the knowledge that associates 

with native ancestors and spiritual forces gives place authenticity and cultural value.  

Authenticity is the recognition of spirituality within cultural landscapes that defines 

“inseparable” relationships between living places and people (Mitchell 2008:25). 

Pilgrimages, religious activities, traditional hunting and gathering and other social events 

that are still being practiced today authenticate the landscapes and display personal 

relationships to the land. Overall, inseparable relationships between people and their 

cultures are seen in most, if not all, Native American communities and are shared 

culturally through traditional knowledge and oral histories. 

The Keepers of Traditional Knowledge 

The knowledge of cultural landscapes is often expressed through oral histories 

and traditions in native communities. Through time and transmission to one generation to 

the next, traditional knowledge becomes a part of the cultural group’s tradition and 

heritage (Zedeño and Bowser 2009).  Traditional knowledge then is socially, unique, 

local knowledge held by indigenous peoples that focus traditional practices on intangible, 
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tangible, and cultural values (Warren et al. 1995; Berkes 2008). The acquisition of such 

knowledge comes from personal experience, interaction, and observation that draws upon 

“… a codified set of information passed through oral tradition” (Andrews and Buggey 

2008:66). Young people are taught through demonstration and observation of adults 

performing traditional activities. Traditional practitioners memorize oral traditions that 

are associated with sacred places (Fowles 2012:460), prolonging the cultural value of 

these places as long as the oral traditions are continuously transmitted. In the long run, 

oral traditions aide in revitalizing cultural traditions, as well as referencing places of 

importance in cultures. Oral traditions also develop through historical experience, is 

preserved in the memories of individuals and communicated to the youth in “forms of 

social attitudes, beliefs, principles, and conventions of behavior and practice” (Berkes 

2008:3).  

The careful incorporation of traditional knowledge is critical in archaeological 

research. Information on material culture and places are “enlarged by traditional 

knowledge” and are revealed in “stories and personal narratives of elders belonging to the 

last generation” extending “our view beyond the limited area of archaeological survey” 

(Stewart et al. 2004:185). Traditional knowledge about material culture is obtained 

through ethnographic work, including the interpretations of traditional song and 

storytelling, personal life histories, language study, historical documentation, and other 

information entailed in traditional practices. For cultural preservation and resource 

management, some tribes are working collaboratively with archaeologists where 

information conveyed to the researchers is used as a tool to reconstruct the past and 
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interpret the archaeological record. In this thesis, I use traditional knowledge collected in 

ethnographic works to reconstruct village settlements, track their migration patterns 

through the historic period, and illustrate their prolonged us of the traditional landscape.     

In this chapter, I defined cultural landscape, provided some scholarly approaches 

that help to illustrate people’s relationships with landscapes, and discussed how 

traditional knowledge is important in interpreting archaeological data. In the next chapter, 

I discuss some Cahuilla traditional stories that are associated with places in and around 

the study area in the Santa Rosa Mountains. The Cahuilla traditional knowledge that was 

collected by early ethnographers reveals the kinds of relationships the tribe had with their 

landscapes and brings insight to Cahuilla worldview and place meaning.  
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CHAPTER 3: CAHUILLA TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND THE 

BEGINNINGS OF CAHUILLA LIFE AND SOCIETY 

As I stated in the previous chapter, cultural landscapes are symbolic environments 

that reflect the cultural identities that people create within a physical landscape. Place 

meaning comes from a cultural worldview of the tangible and intangible elements that are 

part of the “inseparable relationships” between people and their environments. 

Traditional knowledge contains the cultural values, epistemological frameworks, and 

place meanings of landscapes that are passed down through generations. This chapter 

identifies the keepers of traditional knowledge through time, focuses on parts of the 

Cahuilla origin stories, identifies landscape boundaries and place names with the study 

area, and the structuring of Cahuilla social organization through oral history. 

Past and Present Keepers of Traditional Knowledge in Cahuilla Society  

There are many versions of the traditional stories as villages and lineages passed 

down their own tales. Traditionally, the net, or Cahuilla leader, is the keeper of 

knowledge and passes the knowledge of oral traditions, rituals, and village 

responsibilities to his eldest son (Bean 1972:104). “Clan leadership ran in the direct male 

line” and the Cahuilla people determined if the candidate met the qualifications for 

leadership (Strong 1987:59). Along with knowledge of the Cahuilla origins and other oral 

traditions, the nets needed to know the lineage (or villages) boundaries that were defined 

in oral stories and songs. These lineage territories “were adaptive to environmental 

circumstances and economic needs” and were usually “marked by petroglyphs, stones, or 

by a specific geological feature” (Bean 1972:125). Lineages owned places and concepts 

that were associated with personal territories, food resources, raw materials, 
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manufactured objects, social and religious spaces, songs, stories, place names, and other 

landscape knowledge (Bean 1973:125). Ownership was confirmed by oral traditions and 

the “willingness to defend it” by outsiders without consent (Bean 1972:125).  

Presently, the oral traditions are told or published by Cahuilla elders for the 

purpose of preserving cultural heritage and educating the Cahuilla and future generations. 

Francisco Patencio states,  

My friends asked me many times to write the songs and stories of my people. This 

I have never done. But now the older ones of our tribes are slowly passing away 

… and so, before I, too pass … I write this book for the ones who have interest in 

new things, for the ones who like to hear new stories, and for the men of science 

who study the word … most of all I write the songs and stories for my own 

people, our children and our children’s children, and those yet to come … 

[Patencio 1943:ix]. 

 

Many oral traditions and the Cahuilla language have been recorded by elders in forms of 

text, phonographic records, and tapes. I use the oral histories found in texts along with 

early ethnographical data to observe the settlement patterns of villages and their 

association with their territories in the fifth chapter. To begin this observation, I start with 

the Creation story. 

The Creation of Temal, People, and the Cosmos 

One version of the Cahuilla Creation story is recorded in Lucille Hooper’s 1920 

publication, The Cahuilla Indians. The Cahuilla informant that relayed the story to her is 

unknown, but it is speculated that the informant was a Cahuilla net living in the early 

twentieth century (Bean 1972; Strong 1987). This version of the story is associated with 

the Desert Cahuilla lineages within my study area. Place names, landforms, landscape 

features, and cosmological concepts that derive from this version of the Creation story 
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and other oral histories are a part of the Desert Cahuilla society and worldview. At the 

time this version of the story was recorded, the Cahuilla were passing on knowledge in 

the traditional way. Oral traditions and stories were safely kept in the minds of the nets.  

Power (ˀivaˀa) “was the basic generative force from which all things were 

created” (Bean 1972:161). In the worldview of all Cahuilla, Umna’ah is the Great Spirit, 

the most powerful and creator of all things. He created the cosmic beings Mother and 

Father who gave birth to twins, and further created the Earth (Temal) and all life upon it 

(Patencio 1943). The birth of the Twins is as follows: 

In the beginning, there was no earth or sky or anything or anybody; only a dense 

darkness in space … Something like lightnings seemed to pass through it and 

meet each other once in a while. Two substances which looked like the white of 

an egg came from these lightnings. They lay side by side in the stomach of the 

darkness, which resembled a spider web. These substances disappeared. They 

were then produced again, and again they disappeared. This was called the 

miscarriage of the darkness. The third time they appeared, they remained, hanging 

there in this web in the darkness. The substances began to grow and soon were 

two very large eggs. When they began to hatch, they broke at the top first. Two 

heads came out, then shoulders, hips, knees, ankles, toes; then the shell was all 

gone. Two boys had emerged: Mukat and Tamaioit. They were grown men from 

the first, and could talk right away. As they lay there, both at the same time heard 

a noise like a bee buzzing. It was the song of their mother Darkness [Hooper 

1920:317]. 

 

After their birth, the Twins started to create inanimate and animate things as they 

reached into their mouths and pulled them from their hearts (Hooper 1920). The Creators 

created a cricket, (Shilim shilim), an insect (Papavonot), a black and white lizard 

(Takmeyatineyawet), and a person (Whatwhatwet) in an attempt to have them try to 

“drive away the darkness” (Hooper 1920:317). These beings were unsuccessful in their 

attempts to rid the darkness, and thus, the Creators created the sacred objects, tobacco 

and pipes. In the following excerpt, the tobacco light is used to light up the darkness.  
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Mukat and Tamaioit then said they should have something to smoke to remove 

the darkness, just as medicine men smoke now to remove disease … Mukat took 

black tobacco from his heart and Tamaioit brought forth a lighter colored tobacco. 

Next, they needed some way to smoke it, so they each brought forth another 

substance from the heart. Mukat 's was dark, Tamaioit 's was light. With this they 

made pipes. There were no holes in these pipes, so they each pulled out a whisker 

and pierced holes in the pipes. Mukat then took a coal of fire from his heart to 

light the tobacco with. Now they were ready to smoke. Mukat filled his pipe first, 

held it up in the air, and inhaled [Hooper 1920:318]. 

 

This light enables them to create more objects and creatures that built the foundations of 

Temal. 

They next took a substance from their hearts to make a huyanachet (rod). As 

usual, Mukat made a black one and Tamaioit a white one. These were to be the 

roots of the earth. When they tried to stand them up, they found a support was 

necessary, so they made snakes to twine around them. Even this was not enough, 

so they made spiders which crawled to the top of the rods and made a web from 

there to the corners of the darkness … Mukat sang his song, then both shook all 

over, and soon a substance poured out of their mouths, ran down the poles, and 

spread all over, even reaching to the top of the huyanachet. This substance was 

very soft at first; in order to make it solid they created whirlwinds to dry it, and 

brush to make it firm. They also made many kinds of insects of various sizes for 

this same purpose. Many of these insects have since then been used by shamans, 

who take them and let them bite a person who has a pain, and that person is then 

cured. The whirlwinds which they took were of two kinds: teniosha, which is the 

worse, and tukiaiel. These whirlwinds live in ant holes, and when a fire is placed 

in these holes the whirlwinds whistle in their anger. They are dangerous, for they 

often steal souls. [Hooper 1920:318]. 

 

After creating the foundations of Temal, the Twins created people. In order to see 

their creations, Mukat made the Sun, but “Sun was too hot to hold and slipped away from 

him and went east” (Hooper 1920:319). Together, the Creators made another source of 

light, the Moon (Menyil) who was a woman “very bright and beautiful and white” 

(Hooper 1920:320). Shining down on them like a large spotlight, Mukat was able to 

observe and compare their newly made human creations.  
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Tamaioit’s people were exactly alike on both sides. They had faces on both sides, 

toes pointing in both directions … the fingers and toes were webbed. Mukat said, 

‘No wonder you could make them so fast, they don’t look good at all. You should 

make them right: look at mine.’ A quarrel followed. Tamaioit said, ‘My people do 

not have to turn around to see behind them, nor will mine drop things through 

their fingers as yours will.’ Mukat said, ‘Mine can close their fingers when they 

wish to hold things.’ Tamaioit said that people should live always … Mukat said 

it would never do not to die, for the world would get overcrowded and there 

would not be enough food for all [Hooper 1920:320]. 

 

It is important to note here that Mukat and Tamaioit demonstrate proper and 

improper ways of creation making. Bean (1972:161) describes that Mukat “used ˀivaˀa 

correctly, and thus, became the grand designer of the universe” while Tamaioit created 

things poorly and misused his power. Mukat’s creations are recognized by the Cahuilla in 

this realm and are fundamental to their proper upbringings within their cultural system 

(Bean 1972:170).  

The Beginnings of Landscapes and Place Names 

During their quarreling about who made their people in the proper way, the 

Creators unintentionally produced landforms and the shaping and patterning of the 

cosmos. 

They quarreled continually about which people had been made the proper way 

and as to whether there should be death or not. Finally Tamaioit got angry ... sang 

his song and sank into the earth, taking all of his people … there was a 

tremendous rumbling and earthquake. Mountains arose at this time and the water 

in the ocean shook so that it overflowed and caused the rivers and streams we 

now have. The sky became bent and curved. Because of this, the sun seems to 

stop at noon when it gets to the highest point. While the sun is making it light for 

us here, it is dark in the world below; when we see it go over the horizon in the 

evening, it is beginning to get light there and dark here [Hooper 1920:319-320] 

 

After the beginning creation of the landforms and cosmos, Mukat’s people start to 

become literally a part of the landscape. 
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Soon Mukat decided he wanted to have a little more fun with his people ... Then 

one day Sun rose out of the east. As soon as it was fully light, the people all talked 

in different languages and could not understand each other. Sun made them hot 

and many ran in search of shade. Many turned into trees or animals or birds. This 

probably was meant to happen from the beginning. Those that looked for water 

and found water, turned into sea animals. Those that looked for shade turned into 

trees. The people who stayed with Mukat remained human [Hooper 1920:323]. 

 

People turning into parts of the landscape are illustrated in other traditional stories 

and are part of the process in transforming the Earth into living landscapes. In one 

account, a Cahuilla woman who never helped with fetching water finally “filled her olla” 

one day (Patencio 1943:72). She then stepped into the spring and became a spirit. The 

spring was later called Fig Tree John Spring. Other stories mention people disappearing 

in mountains or water springs, or transforming into rock formations. These people are 

remembered since they are a part of the cultural and living landscape.   

Mukat taught his people how to collect resources needed for cultural practices and 

life occurring within the landscape. His teachings became the foundations of Cahuilla law 

and knowledge of these teachings were given in the form of songs providing “the 

Cahuilla administrators with legal precedent and authority to define correct behavior and 

punishment for improper behavior” (Bean 1972:121). Cahuilla people who lived a life 

“against the normative pattern” were said to be “going against the song” and risked 

punishment (Bean 1972:121). There were great rewards, such as prestige, political power, 

and economic resource accessibility for those that obeyed the teachings told through 

songs (Bean 1972:121).  

Cahuilla cultural places have usually been named in descriptive words such as the 

describing of landscapes, mythological events, or unusual happenings (Kroeber 1976). 
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Most place names are in the Cahuilla language such as Weh-ghett meaning “place of the 

Ponderosa Pines” (Bean et al. 1991:101). Cahuilla villages were usually settled where 

most of the necessary resources were found. Lineages were known to have adopted their 

names from places. For example, the lineage akawenekiktum adopted their name from the 

place Akawene, a place name for the ridge in the East Indio hills. Place names, their 

translation, and their association with lineages are discussed further in Chapter 5. In 

general, each lineage recognized cultural places and settled their villages near the places 

they originated from. 

The Kish Umnawet 

Mukat and his people lived in the kish umnawet, or Big House (Hooper 1920:321; 

Modesto and Mount 1980:31). The Big House is a large ceremonial house where the net 

or the Cahuilla leader of the village lived (Bean 1972:73). It is to my assumption that 

Strong (1987) identifies the Big House as the “dance house.” The structure of the big 

house was described by Strong (1987) as follows: 

At present the dance house … may be built in the shape of a modern rectangular 

shed with a ridged roof, but it is always made on a greasewood frame and covered 

with either arrow-weed or the fronds of the native palm … It is distinguished from 

the ordinary dwelling house by having the front end enclosed with a semicircular 

wall of the same material that covers the house, leaving a space for dancing and a 

fire [Strong 1987:60]. 

 

 The net’s responsibilities included knowing all ritual practices, oral traditions, 

and the preparation and protection of the maiswat, or sacred bundle (Bean 1972:104). 

Each village throughout Cahuilla traditional land had at least one big house. Multiple big 

houses within a village were rare, although historically more than one was known to exist 
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if there was more than one lineage residing together during times of stress. Traditionally, 

each lineage had its own net, ceremonial house, and sacred bundle (Bean 1972:70-73).   

The maiswat was first created by Mom tak wit, the first and “great net” in Cahuilla 

history (Bean 1972:88). The wrappings of these bundles were made from seaweed or tule 

and “were acquired by Coyote” in one of the Cahuilla oral stories (Bean 1972:88; Strong 

1987:61,142). “When they were ready to hold the [annual] fiesta, Coyote told them he 

knew what to make effigies of and offered to go to the end of the world to get it. Misvut 

… is what he got … The misvut was always kept rolled up and had a stone pipe in it” 

(Hooper 1920:326-327). The sacred bundle was usually found in a small room at the back 

of the big house and could be three feet wide and four to six feet long sewn together 

(Strong 1987:60). Sacred bundles are personalized among all the nets and included 

symbolic ceremonial objects such as feathers, shell beads, bone whistles, curved sticks, 

tobacco, and other sacred items (Bean 1972:89). Eagle feathers were the most used 

sacred object and Strong describes an informant’s sacred bundle that consisted of eagle 

plumes, the shoulder and breast skin of an eagle, and a skirt of eagle feathers called 

elatem (Strong 1987:61).  

Menyil’s Teachings and Beginnings of Social Organization 

 The following part of the creation story was told by Alejo Patencio in 1925. 

Menyil, the moon maiden, taught the first people the basics of living such as singing, 

dancing, telling stories, cooking, cleaning, gathering, maintaining personal hygiene and 

game playing. In Alejo Patencio’s version of the story, people were animals.  

The moon was the only woman among all Mukat’s creatures. Every morning she 

would go away from the ceremonial house to a clean sandy place, where with 
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woven grass string she showed all the creatures how to make cat’s cradles. Then 

she would put one group of people on one side and say ‘You are coyote people,’ 

and the others she would call wildcat people. She told the coyote people to sing 

against the wildcat people as though they were singing enemy song …  She told 

them to build a little brush house and put one creature in the house to be chief. 

Then she told another group to come from far away singing and dancing to the 

house. This was the way they should do later through all the generations [Stong 

1987:136]. 

 

The Cahuilla social organization is divided into moieties: the Wildcat (Tukat) and 

the Coyote (Isil). The moieties are further divided into clans and then into family 

lineages. Strong notes that each village represented one to two clans and Bean suggests 

they the clans were composed of three to ten family lineages (Strong 1987; Bean 

1972:86). Strong (1987) has traced several family lineages and clans through genealogy 

to associate them to specific village sites. This information is important as I will explain 

the lineages and villages associated with the study area in Chapter 5. 

As mentioned previously, the nets were chiefs or leaders of the lineage and 

positions were inherited from father to son. Besides the duties of taking care of the 

masiwat and the kish umnawet, the net’s main responsibility was to actively maintain 

ritual ceremonies that brought proper balance to the environment and supported Cahuilla 

life (Bean 1972:105). As a leader, the net was the decision maker in economic, social, 

political or religious issues, administer of ceremonies and rites to cultural resources, and 

keeper of Cahuilla traditional knowledge that includes the defining of lineage territorial 

boundaries (Bean 1972:105).  

The people who assisted the nets are the paha and were often chosen by the 

people. They assist in ceremonies, gathering and making announcements to the people, 

and other administrative or social organizing duties. (Strong 1987:109; Bean 1972:105). 
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In oral traditions, the Coyote often assisted Mukat in ceremonial duties especially before 

Mukat’s death playing the role of the paha.  

All the time Mukat was sick coyote tended him. When he spat Coyote would 

pretend to take it away, but he would really swallow it, and thus make Mukat 

sicker and sicker. Coyote helped Mukat move from one side to another, from his 

face to his back, and helped him to sit up. When Mukat was too weak to spit 

coyote would lick the saliva off with his tongue [Strong 1987] 

 

Puvalam, or shamans were very different from the net and paha. They are 

visionaries, healers and keepers of their own songs and dances expressing individualism 

and self-power. Shamans are born into their profession or are visited by guardian spirits 

(Bean 1972:108-109). They are further described by Bean (1992:1) as “intellectuals, as 

artists; as healers…as managers of the physical and biotic environment; as psychics; as 

philosophers; and as the boundary players of cosmological and social universe.” They 

use, manipulate and transform the landscape as they play their role in Cahuilla society.  

Ruby Modesto, a Desert Cahuilla elder, reveals that there are good and evil puvalam. An 

evil puul is mentioned in the oral story of Tahquitz and the Cahuilla recognize the 

dangers of certain places and events today that associate with this puul.   

The man Tahquitz was a man of great power…But he did not do any good. He 

never tried to cure anybody, or do good for anyone…He became a very bad spirit. 

He lives in the world and makes his home in the Tahquitz Mountains. He speaks 

through lightning and thunder, and is seen everywhere. He kills the people, also 

the spirits of the people. He kills the animals…Causes the wrecks of trains and 

automobiles, and delights in everything that makes people trouble [Francisco 

Patencio 1943:44]. 

 

Other social roles include: the haunik (the ritual singer and/or dancer), the tetimis 

(the dreamers), the tingavis (curers), naxaluˀvel and neslyuˀvel (elderly men and women), 

paswelism (young adults), and the ˀekikmal and nawismaly (the children) (Bean 1972).  
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Katherine Siva Sauvel (2004) mentions social roles and the social organization that used 

to exist during the historic times. In her dialect, she uses different phonetic spellings of 

the officials’ names and for consistency I replaced these names with Bean’s (1972) 

phonetic spellings. The only exception is the word paha which is the phonetic spelling 

Strong (1987) uses is his work.  

Long ago when our laws were still enforced, and the old timers were still around, 

things were done correctly in the houses. There were ceremonial houses, back in 

the beginning, when there were many people living around in different places. 

They has ceremonial houses, where they would gather, where they would make 

religious offerings, where they would have ceremonial feasts according to God’s 

[Umna’ah’s] plan. There were officials. The one who told them, the one who 

looked … after the ceremonial house, was the net … He knew when to deal with 

evil when it struck. And his assistant was the [paha] official. The [paha] official 

takes messages to the people … And then there are the [haunik] … They 

accompany the [paha] … The [haunik] are singers. They sing in the ceremonial 

house … And then there were, the shamans [puvalam or puul] … [who] had 

special powers for everything …They were spiritually very strong. They paid 

attention to all things, to the Earth … There were shamans who could make it 

rain. If someone did something wrong, if that person did not live properly 

[according to law], they would find out about it … there were also those who 

were just herbal healers [tingavis]. Herbal healers … knew about curing people 

with herbs [Sauvel and Elliot 2004:72-76] 

   

Overall, Cahuilla social organization is unique in the sense that the social roles 

mentioned here were found in each individual village rather than the tribe as a whole. 

With this in mind, the village was able to function as a single social, political, economic 

and religious unit. When stresses (food and water shortages, historical impacts, etc.) 

occurred, lineages under the village’s social structure responded by using adaptive 

strategies. Bean (1972:90) describes some of these adaptive strategies as either a 

separation of a group from a lineage (or village) and establishing itself as a separate 

economic group or the merging of two lineages that recognizing common origins and 
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maintain kinship ties and religious aspects needed for life balance. This information is 

important to know when I observe historic impacts and settlement patterns in Chapters 4 

and 5. 

The First Nukil Ceremony and The Spiritual World 

The Cahuilla performed Nukil ceremonies annually in which participants burn 

crafted images of those that have passed on to the spirit world (Lawton 1974:55). 

Sometime after the creation of the world and people, Mukat had introduced death in the 

world. However after death, the spirits had no place to go. A man named Mom tak wit 

(also known as “the great net”) showed leadership when he took the initiative and created 

the first place for the spirits so they would not suffer or become lost souls. The place 

where spirits go is called Telmekish and today is in an undisclosed location. 

Now among the people there was a man named Mom tak wit and he was angry for 

his brothers’ spirits suffering around for a place where they could be, and he was 

thinking about these things … He told them, “That was what I was saying to my 

oldest man [Mukat] in the Beginning, but he did not believe me. Now you suffer 

much. Why does he not show you a place for you to be? But now you to go back 

to Yo le wit and Tew i wit and Chim no Ra,” which meant that they must return to 

that place which was created … Mom tak wit, he was thinking so much about 

what they should do. So he got up and went out and made a whò ya no hut, such 

as a Bishop’s staff, like [the Creators] made to create in the First Beginning, and 

he took it in his hands and struck it in the earth, and shook it, and shoved and 

moved it around until he opened up a place in the earth, so that all of the spirits 

went in. And when they went in they made rumbling sounds in the earth, and this 

is the place that all spirits go, even today [Patencio 1943:13-14]. 

 

This Nukil ceremony is often prepared by several lineages or villages that have 

been invited to honor their loved ones. Traditionally the net invited lineages by “sending 

out strings of shell beads to the other lineages’ nets” (Bean 1972:137). “For months the 

entire community was involved” as they planned and prepared for the week-long 
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ceremony (Bean 1972:137). Families would hunt and gather foods for contribution, 

create items for gifting, trading and ceremonial use, and prepare and coordinate 

traditional songs. It is tradition to do this annually because the Cahuilla believe the 

deceased souls ”came back one year to the day after death” (Modest and Mount 1980:35). 

It was necessary to make “an image of the person who died,” dress it in clothing and to 

dance “with the image in sorrow” to restore balance, peace, and guide the deceased in the 

spirit world (Modesto and Mount 1980:35). The following oral story tells of the first time 

the Cahuilla prepared for Mukat’s Nukil ceremony. 

Before Mukat died, he told his people they should hold a fiesta once a year, in 

memory of their dead … This fiesta was to be held in the winter … it would take 

six nights … during the singing of the songs which he had taught them, all should 

sit quietly on the ground, around the fire. One man must be appointed as the 

leader of the singing. He promised them that during the fiesta the spirits of the 

dead would return for the last time and would know just what was going on. All 

of the facts concerning Mukat and Tamaioit must be kept secret; anyone telling 

them would either die or become very ill [Hooper 1920:333-342] 

 

It is to my assumption that the Cahuilla informant who told the story to Hooper 

(1920) meant that “the facts concerning Mukat and Tamaioit” were to be kept secret from 

outsiders. Out of concern for the preservation of this oral story, past elders thought it was 

necessary to print their words for future generations to learn from and only revealed parts 

of the stories of the Creators. My personal thought is that there are some facts about the 

Creators that are kept in secret by Cahuilla elders today and are not revealed to others 

who are not worthy or do not possess the requirements and qualifications for acquiring 

such sacred knowledge.  

During Nukil, different lineages performed “a recitation in song…of the Cahuilla 

creation myth accompanied by interpretive comment, dance, and the ritual enactment of 
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various parts of the narrative” (Lawton 1974:55). All lineages would bring their versions 

of the creation story and perform their part in the “Songs of the Dead” (Modesto and 

Mount 1980:35). The purpose of these songs was for protection from the spirits, to guide 

the spirits to Telmekish (a place equivalent to Heaven), and for the spirits and the living 

to accept death without fear (Modesto and Mount 1980:35). The songs include not only 

the creation story, but the story of Mukat’s death and the first death ritual ceremony. The 

ceremony held for Mukat’s death and cremation ultimately “set the pattern for funeral 

practices among the Cahuilla” in the years following his death (Brumgardt & Bowles 

2007:19). 

Mukat kept wondering in what moon he would die, and repeated then names of 

the moons over and over. He sang all the time, knowing he was dying. This was 

to send his spirit to Telmekish. This is the reason people sing now when one of 

their number is dying. Soon … he died. The people dug a hole in the ground and 

placed his body in it … The Quail carried the wood for the fire, on their heads, to 

the pit. Fly then made fire by rubbing small pieces of wood between his feet; he 

has been rubbing his feet together in this manner ever since. When the fire was 

lighted, the people gathered round it … Coyote. … saw the smoke and knew that 

they were burning Mukat. He ran back as fast as he could. As he drew near, he 

pushed his way through the crowd, and jumped over several. All of the body had 

burned, except a small piece of the heart, which is always the last to burn. Coyote 

jumped for it, and as he landed on it, it splashed blood. He then ran to the 

mountains. The blood stains can still be seen there. [Strong 1987:] 

 

The Desert Cahuilla believe that the blood stains are seen in Painted Canyon, near Mecca 

where the red stained rocks are found (Strong 1987:141). This place name is known as 

Quawish-Ulish meaning “red hills” (Bean et al. 1991:79).  

 Before Mukat left for the spirit world, he gave instructions to the people on how 

to utilize the first agricultural crops that emerged from his ashes. He said to the people, 

When I die you cremate me … don't be afraid of it. From my ashes will grow … 

he told them that something will come out of the ground like that … he said it will 
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grow tall, and the ear will come out … something will grow out of it, he said, and 

watch it, let it grow, keep watering it, and it will come, white things will come 

out. Those are my teeth, he said, you eat them and save some seed to grow more 

later on. Those are my teeth, that's what you will eat to live. Eat some and save 

some, and grow some more, that [is] for you, he said. For generations to come 

keep on saving them and plant them [quoting Modesto in Lando and Modesto 

1977:108] 

 

The new plants that grew from Mukat’s ashes are symbolic: the tobacco (pivat) is his 

breath, the corn (loti) grew from his teeth, black beans (awaktem) grew from his eyes, 

beans (tevinmalyem) grew from his ear lobes, the pumpkin (nyashlyum) grew from his 

stomach, the watermelon (estu’ish) grew from his head, and squash (chakal) grew from 

his nostrils (Lando and Modesto 1977:108). The crops vary according to different 

versions of the story told by the lineages. However, some Cahuilla lineages practiced an 

agricultural lifestyle and grew these varieties of crops in remembrance of their creator 

Mukat. Areas designated for agricultural uses are described in Chapter 5 and information 

about the areas can be used in further cultivation studies.  

The Shaping and Place Naming of Landscapes by Cultural Heroes 

There are many stories of powerful Cahuilla ancestors and cultural heroes who 

transformed physical areas into living landscapes. They did so by morphing into distinctive 

features of the landscape or by leaving their physical markings. Usually, transformations happen 

when they complete their life goals and feel their powers dissipating from their body. The 

Cahuilla beings who transform into the physical landscape, cosmos, or natural phenomena are 

called nukatem and are often mentioned in oral stories (i.e. the people who became a part of the 

first landscape in the Creation story). Bean (1972:166) states that the nukatem function “as 

symbols reminding the Cahuilla of the early times.” It is also known suggested that “any large 
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rock formation in the Cahuilla area is likely to be such a transformed personage, or a place of 

residual supernatural power from the Cahuilla beginnings” (Bean et al. 1991:15). 

Several Cahuilla figures mentioned in oral stories lived in the Santa Rosa 

Mountain’s caves and desert valley floors. Some of the characters in the story became a 

part of the landscape. The locations of these caves and landscapes have not been located 

by informants or researchers, but I have included this oral story because it supports the 

notion of spiritual beings creating a living landscape. It demonstrates the people’s use of 

cultural resources for ceremonies, and provides a glimpse of a proper traditional 

preparation of a Girl’s Puberty ceremony. This story involves the characters: Tem al souit 

(Day Star Snake) and Scorpion who attend a Cahuilla ceremony for Growing Girls. 

Among the participants were the people of Yellow Body who made proper preparations 

for the girls. However, other invited guests behaved in an improper manner and there 

were consequences to their disturbance of the ceremony.   

The people of Sun Grey and Yellow Body gave a second fiesta for growing girls. 

This they did to teach them all the things that they should know about their own 

bodies. They were given a course of treatment which was to keep them from 

certain kinds of sickness which could come at the present time and in after years. 

They were given to drink of different kinds of bitter herbs. 

 

The fiesta songs were all about how to take care of themselves to have good 

health. As the songs continued about the shining earth, the ground was dug up 

with the shells of the land turtles, or by the baskets which they wore upon their 

[the girls’ or women’s’] heads. The ground was warmed by a fire brush. This 

warm ground was then spread with green herbs, the girls were laid on this, and 

then more green herbs were laid on them … they lay in the steam for a few hours. 

This they did for three times, three days. They were not allowed to have salt or 

cold water, or fat or any meat during this time … 

 

Now the people were thinking whom they would invite … and they decided to 

have Tem al souit, meaning Day Star Snake, who lived away to the south in the 

Santa Rosa Mountains. They sent … Wild Turkey … to notify this Day Star 
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Snake. He went, but … the strong whirlwinds knocked him over. The whirlwinds 

were made by the great snakes in those days, but now they are the spirits of the 

snakes … they sent a man called Crow, and he carried the message through … 

Day Star Snake lived in a cave … he was large, and very, very long. When he 

came to the fiesta he did not crawl along the valley. No, he went up to the top of 

the mountain and came straight across from there … Day Star Snake … was 

making great coils all about to keep himself out of the way, but he was upsetting 

the Indians’ houses and pushing the fiesta house, and yet he had not got all of 

himself off from the mountain. This made Scorpion, a man who lived in a cave 

nearby, very angry, and he went over and stung the Day Star Snake, who went 

away like lighting. 

 

This spoiled the fiesta, and the three young girls who were covered up on the 

ground with the wild herbs turned to stone, and they are there yet, covered up by 

the sand. This caused the people all to move away from that place [Patencio 

1943:40-41]. 

  

The Cahuilla no longer practice this tradition, but it is known that girls’ puberty 

ceremonies were practiced through the Historic Period. Katherine Sauvel (2004) 

remembers the description her maternal grandmother gave her of the Girls’ Puberty 

Ceremony: 

My maternal grandmother … would tell me about how it was long ago … how 

they would lay them [the girls] in earthen beds of hot sand. It was then that they 

would give them medicine … The girls would drink it … they would show the 

girls back then how they should take care of themselves. That way they would not 

get sick …they were not supposed to touch things belonging to a man … scratch 

themselves [with their fingernails] … drink cold water … eat salty foods … and 

not supposed [to eat] greasy foods … We did things properly. That’s why things 

went well for us [Sauvel and Elliot 2004:76-78]. 

  

Evon Ga Net is a cultural hero in Cahuilla oral history who was responsible for naming 

some of the places that are found near Palm Springs, Idyllwild, Cathedral Canyon, and 

Whitewater. He possessed great knowledge and power and set the boundaries and territories for 

some of the Mountain and Pass Cahuilla lineages. Towards the end of his journey, he “felt his 

power leaving him” and at his final resting place he became “a great white rock that is in the 
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shape of a dome” seen from Whitewater and Cabezon (Patencio 1943:54).  More information on 

these place names are found in Patencio’s 1943 book, Stories and Legends of the Palm Springs 

Indians and will not be discussed here since it is unrelated to my study area. However, this 

example shows that cultural heroes like Evon Ga Net had the power and authority to designate 

places and names for all the Cahuilla people to identify and remember throughout the 

generations.  

A great net who was known to have several names: hīwinut (flying), 

temewhawewunelwic (standing to the north), kauiskīauka (no meaning), waswatcañanet, 

and waswatcanayaik also named places to mark the traditional boundaries of the 

kauiskiktum lineage near Palm Springs. This lineage is not a part of the Desert Cahuilla 

lineage, but the kauwicpaumēauitcem lineage (included in my data) are most likely 

associated with the following places since they migrated from Palm Springs to the Indio 

area. These places are: Kauissimtcem Hempki (name for a shaman’s travel point), Alhauik 

(meaning “no opening” near Indio Mountain), and Aīakaīc (a place name for the San 

Jacinto Peak). The migration story is told by Alejo Patencio in the early 1920’s, 

[The great net named a place in the northeast] aīakaīc [San Jacinto Peak] … 

Going southeast from Murray hill he named taupakic [probably Cathedral canyon, 

where they gathered mescal], konkistū-uinut [a place near Indian Wells], and 

alhauik [a hill south of Indian Wells, perhaps Indian Mountain]. This was the 

southeastern boundary mark … he [also named] kauissimtcem hempki [a hill four 

miles south of Palm Springs] [Strong 1987:101]. 

 

Another cultural hero Eagle Flower, made bodily impressions in the hills near Indian 

Wells Point when he tried to observe some children playing in the distance. This place is known 

as Cow on vah al ham ah, meaning “the sharp point of the pestle of a grinding stone” (Patencio 

1943:101). 
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[Eagle Flower] went on to Indian Wells Point [Point Happy]. On the other side he heard 

much noise, of children playing and singing … So he stood where the cut [highway] now 

is, against the rock … He was lying on his arm against the rock, and the marks of his arm, 

his ribs, and his hip, were to be seem in the tock there … Then he went around to the top 

of the hill, so he could see below where the sounds were. When he came to the top of the 

hill he made a small hole, so that he could see without being seen, and he put his knees 

and his elbow on the rock and leaned his chin on the edge of the hole in the rock to see 

down below … On the rock at the top of the hill he left the sign of his knees, his elbow 

and his chin. [Patencio 1943:42]  

 

Another place near Eagle Flower’s markings was named Kavanish by the people 

meaning “a low hollow place” (Patencio 1943:101). The Cahuilla believe the first palm 

tree grew here and its location was about one and a half miles west of Point Happy 

(Patencio 1943:101).  

The traditional story that directly associates with the Santa Rosa Mountain 

landscape is the story of Yellow Body, or Táxaw Tésnekish (Sauvel and Elliot 2004:46). 

Cahuilla traditional knowledge mentions that he lived in the village of To-ho near Deep 

Canyon (Chase 1919:30). Patencio places Yellow Body’s home “in the west side of Deep 

Canyon” and called it Pan ox su (Patencio 1943:37). He also mentions another Cahuilla 

ancestor, Mul li kik lived farther in the Santa Rosa Mountains at Vandeventer, known to 

the Cahuilla as San we yet (Patencio 1943:37). Yellow Body wanted to find a good home 

for his sister and with the help of his dog, he was able to find a suitable home and 

husband for her at San we yet (Patencio 1943:38). Yellow Body then made the journey to 

find a new home leaving his place marks in the Santa Rosa Mountains near the Peak 

which is known as Weal um mo (Patencio 1943:38).  

Now in time Yellow Body took his mother and his dog, and leaving the Deep 

Canyon went across the Santa Rosa Mountains. Yellow Body had suffered many 

years from the thorn of the tall cholla cactus, which had become embedded in his 

foot during his journey from the North. So he settled for a time on the top of the 
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Santa Rosa Mountain, to rest his foot…he dug out the thorn. This he threw on the 

top of a great rock. The thorn lay there for a time, and started to grow and 

continues to grow there. He called that Santa Rosa Mountain Weal um mo 

[Patencio 1943:38]   

 

Yellow Body had found a new wife and settled in his new village for a long time.  

But the time came when he knew “his power would be gone” (Patencio 1943:39). He 

traveled again with his wife, his mother and his dog across Borrego Valley and stopped at 

Warner Hot Spring (Patencio 1943:39). At this point he placed “a great basket … in the 

spring” (Patencio 1943:39) and motioned his family to step into it. He soon followed 

after them and caused “the basket to whirl” (Patencio 1943:40).  It eventually sank into 

the spring. The Cahuilla call this place Co pah, meaning “to drink, or swallow” in 

remembrance of their great disappearance (Patencio 1943:40). 

Summary  

I have presented in this chapter fundamental oral stories and traditional 

knowledge necessary for understanding Cahuilla worldview, the social and political 

organization of Cahuilla society, the shaping and naming of landscapes, and some 

symbolic representations of marks and significant events that happened in Cahuilla life. 

This information is also crucial in interpreting the archaeological material found at 

historic sites, conceptualizing the use of cultural landscape, and most importantly, in the 

studying of village settlement patterns that will be discussed in Chapter 5. It is 

recommended that scholars use traditional knowledge to understand and identify Cahuilla 

place names, the many territorial boundaries cultural heroes, nets, and lineages set forth 

for their villages in the past, understand the decision-making and placing of villages 

within proximity of cultural landscapes use to maintain relationships with the land, and 
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recognize past social behaviors that contribute to interpreting the archaeological material 

found at sites. Some of the places that are mentioned in this story are presented in Table 1 

(Appendix A). A few places that have not been mentioned in this chapter such as Ahl-

wah-hem'-ke, Sokut-Menyil, Tachimaulum, Wantcina, and We-wut-now hu are assumed 

to have been named by the Cahuilla people over time (Bean et al. 1991). These places 

names are located on GIS maps (Appendix B). 

In the next chapter, I provide detailed information on the historical impacts that 

caused a shift in village settlements, Cahuilla social structure, and traditional lifestyles. It 

is necessary to take in consideration all of the traditional knowledge that is discussed here 

and ponder at the difficult decisions and adjustments that the nets had to make in order to 

maintain village life and cultural landscape relationships. Chapter 5 will reveal some of 

the outcomes of how these villages adapted to historic impacts as they moved from their 

original homelands to new territories.
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CHAPTER 4: HISTORICAL RECORDS AND LANDSCAPES 

Lowell Bean, Sylvia Vane, and Jackson Young (1981:23) believe “it is necessary 

to rely on data collected in earlier years in order to establish in any detail what Cahuilla 

settlement patterns were before contact.” Early anthropologists who observed the 

Cahuilla in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries provide descriptions of 

material culture, architecture, social behaviors, village locations, settlement patterns, and 

places names. This information is valuable because it was collected during a time when 

many Cahuilla traditions and indigenous lifestyles were still being practiced. Historically, 

Cahuilla lifeways were altered by Spanish, Mexican, and American influences. After the 

1920’s, the Coachella Valley began to develop at a rapid pace and the United States 

government aggressively put social and political pressures on Cahuilla to assimilate by 

forcing children into boarding schools and disrupting the transmittal of traditional 

knowledge and cultural practice. The following discussion focuses on historic impacts 

that caused the Cahuilla lineages to move from their original territories and somewhat 

alter their traditional lifeways before the 1930’s.   

Before contact with the Spanish, the Cahuilla had inhabited their traditional 

territory for thousands of years. “For generations they have been well-diggers” which 

means they dug large pits, some twelve to sixteen feet deep “with terraced sides leading 

down to the narrow hole at the bottom where the water sparkles” (Barrows 1900:26-27). 

These wells were called téma-ká-wo-mal-em (“a pretty figure”) and were “built in such a 

way that a woman with an olla on her head can walk to the very water’s edge and dip her 

painted vessel full” (Barrows 1900:27). The Cahuilla who inhabited the desert floors 
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were dependent on their hand dug wells built near their villages for domestic and 

irrigation use (Strong 1987:38). The villages that were in the mountainous areas relied on 

springs, creeks, washes, and streams for water. “Springs … peep out from beneath on 

overhanging boulder or cliff along the mountain side or rise in small pools along the 

elsewhere dry bed of a stream” and were called pal-hé-push-em, or “eyes of water” 

(Barrows 1900:30). Villages were found “within optimum distance from various plant 

and food resources” and near canyons and valley floors (Bean et al. 1991:7). In a general 

sense, all villages had their own gathering, hunting, irrigation and agricultural territories 

and it was “necessary for all adults and especially for the net or clan chief” to know and 

be able to name the boundaries of their lineage lands to avoid confusion or village 

conflicts (Strong 1987:40). Village members would travel to their designated gathering 

and hunting areas, usually located in the foothills and mountain areas. A description of a 

typical village by Strong (1987) is as follows: 

A village called temalsēkalet (earth crack) was located one-half mile south of the 

Martinez reservation buildings … This clan was called autaatum (high up) … 

they occupied six houses … and [probably had] joint ownership of mountain 

territory … These houses were grouped around an artificial well, and in several 

favorable places the individual families carried on agriculture in a small way. 

Mesquite thickets in the vicinity of the village were owned communally by all the 

families of the clan (Strong 1987:51). 

 

Spanish Impacts 

The Spanish government and the Franciscan missionary order began to establish 

presidios and missions throughout California in 1769 (Shipek 1987:19). In 1771, Padres 

Pedro Benito Cambón and Angel Fernández de la Somera established the Mission of San 

Gabriel Arcángel located in Los Angeles, CA (Newcomb 1925:33). Los Angeles was 
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founded ten years later in 1781 by the Spanish (Shipek 1987:21). This mission had the 

most influence on the Cahuilla people as they were baptized into the Christian faith (Bean 

2008). Based on the research of mission baptismal records, Bean suggests that there were 

more than 10,000 Cahuilla and “that the Cahuilla became a part of the Spanish-Hispanic 

system … possibly as early as 1783” (Bean 2008:218). The Spanish-Hispanic system 

refers to a cattle ranching lifestyle, and “vaquero” occupations (Bean 2008:220). Meltzer 

and Doody (2011) state that Mission San Gabriel supported ranchos for raising cattle, 

horses, pigs, and goats and farms where crops such as barley, wheat, peas and beans were 

grown. The Cahuilla, being a tribe that traditionally borrows new ideas from neighbors 

and integrates them into their society, adopted these new Spanish concepts and reinforced 

and strengthened life support within individual lineage communities. 

The owning of land by individual lineages was still a part of Cahuilla society. The 

Cahuilla viewed their personal land properties as: individual and communal lineage 

territories, rancherias, sacred lands, agricultural fields, individual home areas, 

individually owned or inherited articles and intangible properties such as songs, myths 

and legends, and other cultural places of significance (Shipek 1987:16-17). Traditional 

knowledge of places, bird song, migration songs, and the creation songs defined lineage 

lands. The Spanish Mission was at a distant location from Cahuilla territory and seemed 

to “not disrupt the aboriginal patterns” of the lineages in the mountains and desert regions 

(Bean 1972:17; Shipek 1987:24). Also, land rights and land tenure introduced by the 

Spanish were handled differently in Southern California and “less than 25% of allotted 

acreage had been taken out of trust” (Haas 1957:15; Shipek 1987:2).  
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In 1774, Juan Bautista Anza led one of the first Spanish expeditions through the 

desert valley looking for routes from Sonora to Monterey (Brumgardt and Bowles 2007). 

Cahuilla hunting parties passed down their knowledge of the explorers through oral 

histories. Katherine Siva Sauvel, a Desert Cahuilla elder, who grew up in the early 

twentieth century, asked her father, “How was it … when that man came … from Spain?” 

Her father replied, “He [Anza] came here a long time ago … they used to tell about him 

… the people here were wary of them. They hid. They spied on them. They were 

surprised” (Sauvel and Elliott 2004:844-845). Further investigation of Spanish explorers’ 

diaries is needed to reveal more detailed information about Cahuilla encounters with the 

Spaniards, but our current understanding indicates that the Cahuilla were not as heavily 

impacted by the Spanish as were other southern California tribes. 

Mexican Impacts 

After almost three centuries of Spanish rule, the Mexicans won their 

independence from Spain in 1821. The missions that had been established in California 

became “secularized,” and their ranch lands were turned over to rich Mexican families 

(Meltzer and Doody 2011:5). This mostly affected the Pass Cahuilla villages in the San 

Gorgonio area since they were much closer to the missions and villages were settled 

closer together for easy management by the Spanish. The Pass Cahuilla lost the 

ownership of their agricultural lands and water rights and were forced to work for 

Mexican families to continue their farming and ranching lifestyles (Meltzer and Doody 

2011). The Mountain and Desert Cahuilla farther East into the Coachella Valley were not 

affected as much since the Spanish had less control and less interest in land management 
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in the area. Also to the lineages’ advantage, their villages were so spread apart it would 

have taken much effort by the Spanish to manage all of them. This enabled them to 

maintain their traditional and rancheria lifestyles. Bean (2008) illustrates the continuation 

of this traditional lifestyle, 

The Cahuilla labored, for the most part, near their original homes and could 

continue their traditional ways along with the new. For example, when it was time 

for the acorn harvest, available families would leave where they were working in 

order to collect their most important foods [Bean 2008:228] 

 

Villages were usually settled in permanent areas in close proximity to food and 

water sources. “The gathering of plant foods, such as pinyon, acorn, and mesquite, 

required as many as half the village population moving to camp for weeks at a time” 

(Bean 1972:75). Only in dire situations did a village have to relocate.   

During the Mexican period, the Romero expedition (1823-1826) sought to 

establish a new mail routes from California to Yuma and its members witnessed the 

integrated lifestyle of the nineteenth century Cahuilla that combined traditional practices 

with Mexican style cattle ranching and farming. The members of the Romero expedition 

wrote in their diaries that the Cahuilla people were “going to the mountains to harvest 

agave” and “were using a variety of food sources, gained by hunting and gathering, as 

well as by cultivating crops” (Bean 2008:230; see also Bean and Mason 1962).  

The members of the Romero expedition also noted aspects of cultural landscape 

when they camped near a major hot spring they called Agua Caliente, located in Palm 

Springs. To the Cahuilla, this spring is known as Sec he, meaning “boiling water” (Bean 

et al. 1991:82). The hot springs were used for medicinal purposes and “are integral to 

Cahuilla cultural origins … imbued with i va a (or ˀivaˀa)” meaning “sacred power” 
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(Bean 2008:229). Many hot springs are found near village sites; they served as an 

important cultural resource for healing the sick especially during smallpox epidemics. As 

Bean and his colleagues note, during the 1825 smallpox epidemic William Pablo, a 

Cahuilla leader, remembered “a terrible epidemic of smallpox” and “Indian doctors … 

held a council to decide how to treat the disease” (Bean et al. 1991:18). Cahuilla leaders 

sent the ill to “a cave in Chino Canyon to receive treatment” (Bean et al. 1991:18; 

Romero 1954:2-4). Periodic waves of epidemics continued until about 1880 and caused a 

decrease in population resulting in splits of lineage families and aggregation of villages. 

In some unfortunate cases, lineages ceased to exist. It is likely that these new settlements 

were used later to set the boundaries of reservations when the Cahuilla were forced to 

cede their previous cultural use areas to the U.S. Government. 

American Impacts 

In 1848, the United States gained control of California with the signing of the 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. During this time, several U.S. surveyors and geological 

topographers visited Southern California and some mapped portions of Cahuilla lands. 

Conditions changed amongst California Indian societies when Euroamerican pioneers 

traveled west to seek fortunes. This caused a demographic explosion of American as 

travelers came in huge numbers by horse and wagon invading Native American 

territories.  It even affected the Desert-living peoples who did not have gold in their 

homelands, but who had another precious resource—water. 

In 1855, the Corps of Topographical Engineers sent I. G. McDonald to make the 

first official survey of the Palm Springs valley, creating a Public Lands Survey grid map 
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of townships that rigidly outlined the land, into standardized units (Bean 2008:253).  

These types of land sectioning were used later used by the General Land Office to make 

outlines of Indian Reservations when members of tribes received certain sections of the 

land under a process called allotment (Canby Jr. 2004). At the time, efficient 

transportation routes were the objective. In the 1860s, stagecoach stations and railroad 

lines were placed across the Southern California landscape.  William Bradshaw and 

James Grant surveyed routes for stage stations, and coaches that would pass from La Paz 

to the Los Angeles area.  The route they established was known as The Bradshaw Stage 

Line (Meltzer and Doody 2011:12). This made travel and the transportation of goods to 

the West more accessible and enabled more people to come to the area. Conditions for 

the Cahuilla Indians worsened as their lands were invaded with unwelcomed guests and 

water rights constantly threatened. Early settlers and squatters were known to have 

diverted waters to their own lands causing the Cahuilla villages much distress (Bean 

2008:285). 

The Office of Indian Affairs reported annually on the conditions and impacts of 

the Indians. The Mission Indian Agency was known to have reported on the conditions of 

the Cahuilla. In general, commissioners during this period described California Indians as 

hostile, uncivilized, or uneducated, and in need of being “Americanized.” The United 

States government was interested in such agency-based reports because they included 

information on current events and the commissioner’s recommendations on the best legal 

action to take in resolving issues. They were also used for allocating funds to specific 

tribes based on treaties. In 1852, U.S. agent Oliver Wozencraft presented the Treaty of 
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Temecula to local tribes in Southern California promising them the security of large 

tracts of land about 30 miles by 40 miles in size as a reservation land (Meltzer and Doody 

2011:18). After much deliberation with other village nets, Cahuilla leader Juan Antonio 

represented the voice of the Cahuilla and was among those a few who signed the 

document. Mysteriously, the document was lost and never ratified and no one was 

relocated. However, the “Indians continued to lose their farms and even the crops in the 

ground, team animals, and water ditches to unscrupulous American squatters (Melzter 

and Doody 2011). The Treaty of Temecula was just one of eighteen treaties that “aimed 

to set aside 8,500,000 acres of California lands for reservations in exchange for the 

Indians’ giving up claims to 75,000,000 acres” of their traditional territories (Meltzer and 

Doody 2011:20). These treaties became known as “the lost treaties” and later 

rediscovered in 1905 demonstrating mistreatment and poor management of Indian affairs. 

In 1871, Congress passed a statute the ended the making of treaties with the Indians 

(Canby Jr. 2004). 

However, a few Indian agents who worked for the mission agency were 

sympathetic to the conditions of the Cahuilla and sought protection and aid for individual 

lineage lands through the Washington Office of the Indian Service. For example, the 

acting commissioner of Indian affairs in 1871 wrote, 

The condition of the Mission Indians in Southern California demands the serious 

attention of the Government. The choice spots from San Francisco on the north to 

San Diego on the south were owned and occupied by them. Thirty eight years 

ago, by a Mexican law, their lands and their stock before held in common, were 

divided among them.  Since they have come under the control of the United States 

those lands have been taken from them, and now they are poor … the meaner 

class of whites either cheat the Indians out of the pay for their labor, or pay them 

in that which increases their demoralization … we believe the only just, and best 
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solution … is for Congress to pass a law, giving the Indian families the same 

amount of land allowed to whites under the homestead law, securing to those who 

now occupy them the little homes and patches on which their forefathers have 

lived for so many years, and allowing those who have none to select them upon 

any unoccupied land. [Board of Indian Commissioners 1872:18-19]  

 

It was up to Congress and the President of the United States to act on the 

recommendations made by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and to find ways through 

executive orders or legislation to relieve the tensions between Americans and the Indians. 

Unfortunately, some of the recommended laws were not passed and others were ignored.  

The Torres-Martinez Reservation was established in 1876 before these acts were 

passed. This was a result of an Executive Order passed on May 15, 1876 that granted 

early reservation lands to the Cahuilla living in the area. The Torres-Martinez 

Reservation was confined to 24,000 acres of allotment land. This area proved to be 

valuable for sustaining Cahuilla villages that moved from the Santa Rosa Mountains, but 

the American education system, reservation system, and other policies introduced and 

forced upon them years later greatly affected their relationships with cultural landscapes 

and restricted traditional practice (Sauvel and Elliot 2004).  

Between the Homestead Act of 1862 and the General Allotment Act in 1887, they 

confined the Cahuilla into places that separated them from their traditional places. Under 

the Homestead Act, some Cahuilla members filed for individual land for their families, 

but this meant separating from their individual socially structured villages (Shipek 

1987:37). The scattering of Indian homesteads were vulnerable to settler encroachments 

and it was felt by Indian supporters that Indian reservations were a guaranteed in land 

protection. The General Allotment Act “authorized the President to allot portions of 
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reservation land to individual Indians” (Canby Jr. 2004:21). Allotments of 160 acres were 

given to each head of the family and 80 acres to others and titles of the lands were to be 

held in trust by the United States for 25 years (Canby Jr. 2004:22). Any excess lands 

were opened for settlement by non-Indians. As a result, the Cahuilla lost most of their 

land as allotments were set aside for sale to non-Indians. The Allotment policy hit hard 

on almost all Native Americans in the United States as 138 million acres of their lands 

were reduced to 48 million acres before the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act ended the 

policy. The Indian Reorganization Act “sought to protect the land base of the tribes, and 

to permit the tribes to set up legal structure for self-government (Canby Jr. 2004:24). This 

policy also authorized the Secretary of the Interior to restore to tribes any “surplus” lands 

attained by them under the Allotment Act (Canby Jr. 2004:24). By 1930, the Cahuilla 

were reduced to “checkerboard” patterning of reservation land in which Indian-owned 

sections were interspersed with non-Indian owned land.  
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Figure 2. Map of three Cahuilla reservations within the study area. The Torres-Martinez Reservation, Cabazon 

Indian Reservation, and Augustine Indian Reservation. 
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CHAPTER 5: GIS MAPPING OF VILLAGE SETTLEMENTS USING 

ETHNOGRAPHIC DATA 

Early scholars collected valuable data that can be used for reconstructing 

historical settlement patterns of the Cahuilla tribe. William Duncan Strong (1987) and 

Alfred Kroeber (1976) identified three geographic divisions of the Cahuilla: the Desert, 

Mountain and Pass Cahuilla. Each division has a distinct dialect and independent territory 

made up of several villages “differing slightly from their neighbors according to their 

degree of isolation” (Strong 1987:36-37). 

Kroeber (1976) and Gifford (1918) created a list of Cahuilla lineages during their 

studies on Desert Cahuilla clans. Strong (1987) provided similar lists for Desert, 

Mountain and Pass Cahuilla with slightly different phonetic spellings. Barrows (1967) 

translates a few village and lineage names in his study of Cahuilla plant and animal use 

and both Strong (1987) and Gifford (1918) noted these translations. Other scholars such 

as Hooper (1920) and Curtis (1926) and late nineteenth century geological surveyors 

contributed to the data on Cahuilla names and landscape use.   

Decades later, scholars updated early ethnographic works with Cahuilla elders 

providing additional data on cultural places and village settlements during the nineteenth 

century. Bean and his colleagues (1991) identified over 300 Cahuilla place names and 

villages, providing cultural use descriptions, their Desert, Mountain and Pass lineage 

associations, and approximate map locations. Most of this information was extracted 

from their previous report prepared for the Bureau of Land Management in 1981. 

Cahuilla consultants, Katherine Siva Sauvel, Alice Lopez, Anthony Andreas, and Vergil 

Lawson, participated in this research by providing information on 350 cultural resource 
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areas and place names. Information about archaeological recording of some of these 

places is also provided in this report. Approximate locations are mentioned and perhaps 

done so to protect the cultural integrity and sacredness of these places (Bean et al. 1981, 

1991). Most of the 300 places are inactive (no longer used by the Cahuilla) but yield 

enough information for analysis. In the maps and tables that follow, I made an effort to 

reconstruct historical settlements of Desert Cahuilla lineages through time in order to 

provide a useful tool to that can be used in analysis on cultural landscape use. 

I produced several datasets consisting of the information from oral narratives and 

ethnographic works (Tables 1-4). These data tables are used for maps created with 

Geographic Information System (GIS) software to analyze Desert clan village and 

lineage movements across the landscape (Figures 3-7).  It is important to note that these 

data represent a small sample of lineage villages, places names, and cultural resource 

areas that were previously recorded. Early scholars noted there were many more villages 

than the ones they recorded. Therefore, the data will always be incomplete but they are 

sufficient for the settlement study of the Desert Cahuilla villages in the Santa Rosa 

Mountains and southeast Coachella Valley.  

My study visually demonstrates the amalgamation of villages during the 

nineteenth century when villages were under stress. Stresses include: food and water 

shortages, smallpox epidemics, land loss, the shrinkage of agricultural and irrigable land, 

and other factors discussed in Chapter 4. The final collapse of the villages becomes the 

beginnings and foundation of modern Cahuilla reservations as the social units unified for 

group support. Cahuilla nets had to make the final and difficult decision to vacate their 
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original territories, move to another village, or split between several villages based on 

resource availability. Some lineages observed in this study unfortunately perished. In the 

unfortunate event a lineage ceased to exist, it was tradition for the last ceremonial leader 

to send a gift to the net of another lineage and bury his lineage’s ceremonial bundle after 

a last mourning ceremony signifying a lineage perished (Strong 1987:152-163). The 

lineages that perished are indicated in Table 3.  

Table 2 presents information on 39 of the Desert Cahuilla villages, associated 

lineages, and approximate locations in the study area. Table 3 provides information on 31 

lineages that were known to have lived at any one of the village sites. Exact dates when 

villages made their moves were not provided by Cahuilla consultants but were given in a 

sequential manner. I used the sequenced information and to categorize the moves in three 

phases (see Table 2). Phase 1 represents original settlements of lineages roughly during 

precontact time period. Phase 2 represents settlements that were occupied after leaving 

original territories and probably during the Spanish and Mexican Period just before 

moving to settlements in Phase 3. Lineages may have had multiple settlements during 

Phase 2 but in order to be consistent, and due to the lack of this information for all cases, 

I considered the latest settlements for this phase. Phase 3 includes the last settlements that 

lineages occupied during the time that Francisco Nombre remembered them, which I 

place at a time frame of 1850–1880. There is no other data that recorded village 

settlements after this last phase and it is assumed the Desert Cahuilla villages stayed 

within the same location until the creation of Reservations. 
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In terms of population, Bean (1972) estimates from historical records that there 

were possibly 80 lineages prior to contact and each lineage could range in between 75-

350 in populations (Bean 1972:76). More research in U.S. Census Bureau records and 

baptismal records needed to estimate population size and would greatly contribute to the 

future expansion of this study. Francisco Nombre, the Cahuilla consultant used by Strong 

(1987:43) provided information on village settlements by recalling his experience as a 

youth living at the village of Pūichekiva. This village eventually broke up after Phase 3 

due to a shortage of water (Strong 1987:43). Nombre’s memory of village settlements 

begins after 1850, when knowledge about lineage boundaries and territories was 

important, especially during times of stress. Each village had designated boundaries, and 

to enter one villages area without permission caused unwanted fights between lineages. 

Every village knew which territories belonged to each neighboring villages. Nombre and 

other cultural consultants relayed this information along with the village structures to 

Strong (1987). 

In the Cahuilla language, the place of origin is often revealed in place names 

because lineage names are derived from places (Saubel and Elliot 2004:204,455). In 

understanding Cahuilla language structure, the term “–kiktum” refers to "living at ‘such a 

place’” (Gifford 1918:186; Strong 1987:50). The Akawenekiktum people, for example, 

are originally from Akawne, a place name for the ridge in the East Indio Hills. Therefore, 

their lineage name translates to “people living at the long ridge of mountains east of 

Indio.” Sauvel (2004:413) mentions that modern Cahuilla last names or surnames “came 

from the locality where they had settled” and were inherited through the patrilineal side 
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of the family. In her case, Siva comes from the name of the Isilsivayaiuwichum lineage, 

meaning “rock basin for Coyote’s water,” which is also a place name included in this 

study. Lineages were known to change their names through time as they migrated from 

one place to another. This makes it problematic to trace original settlements beyond the 

historic period. However, enough information is provided in this study to give a general 

idea of the movement of villages through time. Figure 3 displays the general locations of 

the 36 villages recorded inclusive of time and space. The villages at the end of Table 2 

without Object ID’s have not been located by researchers and are excluded in the 

mapping. Overall, Figure 3 presents a visual of the extent of cultural land use by the 

Desert Cahuilla group.  

Figure 4 shows original settlement villages in isolated areas. The farthest village 

is Kaunukvela occupied by the Kaunukailkiktum lineage. Over time, they traveled a total 

distance of 50 miles from their original settlement to their final destination at Īviatim. 

There are two villages in the Oasis and Mecca areas that are within one to two miles of 

each other. In Cahuilla social structure, lineages shared space with lineages of the same 

lineage and moiety. In marriage situations, the female usually moved to the husband’s 

location but remained a member of her natal lineage and moiety (Gifford 1918:186). 

Surprisingly, the villages in Mecca are from different moieties. Traditionally, they each 

would have their own gathering, hunting, and water resource areas. The exact 

relationship of these villages is not known since both lineages perished during Phase 3 

and before the time known by Cahuilla cultural consultants. However, the cultural 

consultants were able to give information about village size. Since both villages remained 
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stable at the same place during the first two phases, Table 4 shows that these villages 

were quite small, reducing their chance for survival and suggest they relied on each other 

for support regardless of their lineage associations. 

 The villages of Tūva and Ūlicpatciat in Oasis consisted of lineages from the 

Coyote moiety. It is possible they shared the same resource areas since water within a 

one-mile radius was attainable through artesian wells. Available water sources were not 

enough to support agricultural lifestyle according to Strong (1987). Village associations 

to specific lineages is not known since the wēwonicyauam lineage perished before anyone 

knew of them (before Phase 3). It is recorded by Strong (1987) that there was only one 

member of the telkiktum lineage who joined the sēwahilem lineage in Ekwawinet during 

Phase 2 or Phase 3 (Strong 1987:53). This is a rare case in which two moieties, Wildcat 

and Coyote, lived together in times of stress. Living with members of the same moiety 

was one of the rules the Moon Maiden, Menyil, made for her people to follow. It is 

assumed the telkiktum lineage perished after Phase 3. 

Important cultural resource areas surveyed and recorded by Bean and his 

colleagues (1981 and 1991) are symbolized in green triangles on all maps. Water sources 

were the most critical resource in this desert environment and necessary for village 

survival. Spring locations are symbolized in light blue. Other water resources in the 

mountainous areas that are not labeled on the map include: lakes, streams, washes, and 

creeks. In general, all villages were within a mile of a stable water source  Fortunately 

some water sources attracted animals and hunting took place within the same area. Little 

Pinyon Flat, for example, is such an area, and the villages of Tevutt and Wehgett are 
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located here. On the desert floor near the Salton Sea, natural artesian wells are found 

along the coastline. Away from the coastline are Cahuilla hand dug wells not marked on 

the map for clarity of display. Wells in the Martinez area were plentiful enough to sustain 

rancheria and agricultural lifestyles. These villages shared the water wells but maintained 

and used their own designated hunting and gathering areas. Mid-nineteenth century 

Indian affairs reports documented that the Cahuilla were practicing both agricultural and 

traditional hunting and gathering lifestyles at that time.  

Strong (1987:43) suggested that “the position of the Desert villages was 

determined by the presence of water and proximity to food-gathering areas.” Bean 

(1972:74) states that in some areas approximately “80 percent of the edible plant foods 

were within a two-to-five mile radius of the villages.”  Phase 2 represents the time period 

where lineages moved from their original locations and started to migrate towards the 

desert floor where adequate subsurface water supplies were found to support family 

during times of drought (Figure 5). Hand dug wells were a popular water source at this 

time since the water table was at a reachable depth and agriculture and rancheria 

lifestyles were introduced by the Mexicans. The villages around the Martinez area, for 

example, practiced little agriculture (Table 2). Crops used for village substance include: 

planting melons, beans, squash, corn, and wheat. Some of these crops are mentioned in 

the oral story of Mukat’s death. The village of Maswut Helaanut, occupied by the 

kauwicpamēauitcem, was known to be organized around a rancheria lifestyle. They also 

had the largest traditional social, political, and religious complex witnessed by Mexican 

encounters. Administered by the net Cabazon, the villages of Tūīkiktumhemki, Awel 
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pitcava, and Palaiyil worked as a single complex unit and yet maintained their own 

individual area. Located 4 to 5 miles apart from one another, each village still had their 

own family homes, water sources, and gathering and hunting territories. The villages 

relied on the kauwicpamēauitcem for religious ceremonies and social, political, and 

economic issues were brought to Cabazon’s attention.   

Strong (1987:49-50) and his cultural consultants suggested that a lack of water 

prevented large populations in southern villages and that the northern villages in Indio 

and Coachella were the larger due to the steady year-round water accessibility. The lack 

of water may have led to low populations in smaller villages, but my analysis of Table 4 

indicates that there are large villages between Oasis and Martinez which had water 

supplies adequate to support agriculture (Figure 6). Assuming the villages with larger 

number of family homes with more than one lineage, I estimate that the population size 

of these larger villages range anywhere between 150-225 members. This is estimated by 

using Bean’s (1972) method of estimating population size discussed previously and 

considering the lower estimate of 75 members per lineage due to historical impacts that 

effected demographic numbers. Indio and Coachella have the least number of houses and 

lineages and I speculated that Strong (1987) may be incorrect in his statement that these 

areas were probably the larger villages. Research in historical government records of 

population counts will probably solve this mystery.  

With the exception of a few isolated villages located furthest away from the 

general village locations, I am looking for a general trend in the merging of villages 

during Phases 1 thru 3. I am also considering the sharing of spatial areas between the 
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villages and the overall decision of village placement by the nets in areas suitable for life 

stability. It has been noted many times by different researchers that these villages 

continued traditional gathering areas and performed cultural activities. During the period 

of 1850–1880, Americans began to settle the area and changes in lifestyles soon occurred 

thereafter. The Cahuilla were subjected to social and political pressures, and they also 

suffered from major disease epidemics and violent attacks that caused extinction of 

lineages. Some of the lineages that perished during contact and after 1850 include the 

telkiktum, pañakauissiktum, mūmūkwitcem, tūīkiktum, wavitcem, wēwonicyauam, and the 

panuksē kiktum. It is hard to tell how many other lineages perished or existed since the 

records provide only a small representation of the number of lineages and villages that 

were recorded in the 1920’s by early ethnographers.   

During the late nineteenth century, implementing the Dawes Allotment Act and 

the formation of Indian reservations began to confine the Cahuilla into designated areas. 

Figure 7 shows the last phase of village settlements occupied during the initial boundary 

survey of modern reservation lands. The village sites were most likely the foundations of 

the reservation boundaries. While it is fortunate that some of village sites were part of the 

newly created reservation, older village sites in non-reservation areas such as in the Santa 

Rosa Mountains, were unfortunately left unprotected but gathering, hunting, and religious 

pilgrimages to ceremonial sites were still practiced. Pothunters, grave robbers, and 

treasure collectors who ventured into the Santa Rosa Mountains using ancestral trails 

found the ancient cultural areas and collected cultural items. Today, it would be a great 

step forward to see the cultural areas and ancestral places researched by scholars 
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throughout the years protected and preserved by American government and Cahuilla 

tribes.  

What I have found in analyzing the data and maps created in ArcGIS is that there 

is a general shift of the villages toward the southeastern part of the Coachella Valley from 

roughly during the Pre-contact years to the year 1880. I have also found that villages, 

administered by nets, strategically settled in close proximity of cultural resources and 

important cultural places that were fundamental to maintain life and Cahuilla society. 

This study also supported the notion that harsh impacts such as the waves of epidemics, 

land seizure, and shortage of resources caused some lineages, like the case of the 

telkiktum and sēwahilem, to join together ignoring Cahuilla law that moieties were not to 

live together. Overall, villages struggled to survive and continue traditional lifestyles 

during last half of the nineteenth century. Although not considered in this data, the time 

period after the 1900’s is a whole other issue that requires an intensive amount of 

research to study all the impacts that were put on the Cahuilla as well as other California 

tribes. It is also safe to say here that after the 1930’s, new enforced government policies, 

education systems, and the tremendous growth of residential, commercial and economic 

land development by Americans caused much more damage to Cahuilla traditional life. 

This caused an almost complete end to Cahuilla traditional lifestyle, cultural land use, 

and the transmittal of traditional knowledge. However, a study such as this brings insight 

to the way Cahuilla life had been for the sake of preserving Cahuilla history and heritage.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

   In addition to the inherent value of the analysis of historical settlement patterns 

in this thesis, the research has value because it authenticates the words of wisdom spoken 

by past and present Cahuilla elders. At the beginning of Chapter 1, I quoted briefly 

Dolores Dee Alvarez’s perceptions on land. In an extended quote, she says: 

Land gives you power, more than just power of ownership. I can look at Thomas 

Mountain, Santa Rosa Mountain, Cahuilla Mountain. We don’t own that anymore, 

it is not within our jurisdiction, but it is still very much a part of me. When we 

were at the Big House in Cahuilla Reservation, when we could stay with our 

aunts, no matter where we were we could look up and see Cahuilla Mountain. It is 

still a focus of my life. I get strength from it when I see it. Just knowing it is there, 

that it always has been and always will be. It is changing, just the natural erosion 

of it. But also it gives you a power, a personal power to the land. The land is your 

strength and you take care of it. [quoted in Dozier 1998:59] 

 

I have reiterated and expanded this quote because after presenting the information 

from the preceding chapters we are in a better position to understand the relationship 

Dolores Alvarez has with the land. We begin to comprehend her reflections upon her 

memories growing up in a historical village and the strength she gains from cultural areas 

such as the Santa Rosa Mountains. This information that we can gather for landscape 

observation is important not only to understand its cultural use, but to also authenticate 

the words and cultural places of the Cahuilla members.   

The Cahuilla people have endured and retained some of their traditional 

knowledge passing along information to anyone willing to listen. Cahuilla elders have 

shared their traditional knowledge with scholars in order to preserve and protect Cahuilla 

cultural heritage and bring authenticity to cultural places. Cultural knowledge is found in 

ethnographic works, traditional songs and oral histories, personal life histories, and the 
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study of Cahuilla language. A few Cahuilla elders have published their own works 

contributing to the literature that protects and preserves Cahuilla history for present and 

future generations. Some researchers, like myself, have used this information to analyze 

and reconstruct the past in order to better our observations of past and present cultural 

landscape use.  

Historically, the Cahuilla were heavily impacted by the Spanish, Mexican, and 

American manipulations of the landscape. The Coachella Valley has long been home to 

many diverse cultures that had multiple perspectives on landscape use and that did not 

recognize the Cahuilla cultural use. Early ethnographers have captured the moment when 

villages were still intensely involved in the traditional practice and cultural landscape use. 

This was done so with the recoding of knowledge and memories of the keepers of 

knowledge who remember when Cahuilla society was once was so rich. The information 

from these recordings are highly valuable for both researchers and Cahuilla members. 

Cahuilla traditions about migrations, traditional gathering, bird singing, nukil ceremonies, 

and other social events that are practiced today symbolize the oral histories and places 

within cultural landscapes. These are the traditions that lineage descendants inherit to 

empower and prolong the Cahuilla culture. 

The purpose of this study was to collect information on historical settlement 

patterns, oral histories and historical cultural landscape use in order to construct a 

database of Cahuilla villages and lineages. This information was inserted into ArcGIS to 

visually display village settlement patterns and landscape use through time, for the phases 

between Pre-contact and 1880. The maps also show how villages were scattered and 
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isolated from each other before historical encroachments and slowly migrated and 

merged toward the desert floor in southeastern Coachella Valley. Because of their strong 

social structure of each individual village, they still maintained and utilized traditional 

gathering areas found in the foothills and mountains areas. Their last historical settlement 

shown in the time period of 1880 became the final location for villages and the 

foundations of the reservations that we see today.  

My approach to using ethnographic data and inserting them into a GIS for visual 

analysis could be expanded in the future to include Mountain and Pass Cahuilla lineages. 

Early ethnographers provide the necessary information about social structure, village site 

location, and use areas and adding it to the database would give us a larger picture of 

cultural landscape patterns throughout the entire Coachella Valley. I speculate that we 

would see a dramatic difference in the results since the Mountain and Pass Cahuilla 

experienced slightly different historical impacts and growth developments due to the 

closer proximity to Spanish, Mexican, and American contacts. Land space in the northern 

and western part of the Coachella Valley was also much more desirable than the Desert 

Cahuilla area and attracted more outside populations.  

Although the information obtained from early literature did not include all 

information on all villages that were in existence at the time, it is nonetheless significant 

for observing the extent and nature of Cahuilla landscape use. The visualization of these 

migrations will be useful in further research that analyzes long term cultural landscape 

use and the approximate locations that are in need of preservation or conservation. Bean 

and his colleagues (1981 and 1991) have compiled an extensive amount of information 
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that is associated with some of these village locations in the Santa Rosa Mountains. With 

my research in plotting settlement sites over time, we are able to investigate or revisit 

areas that have higher concentrations of landscape use. The information yielded from 

these visual patterns will aide in preservation efforts by the local Cahuilla tribes. 

The Santa Rosa Mountains are laden with many cultural resource including foods 

and medicinal materials such as agave, piñyon nut, and mesquite beans that are still used 

today. Annual agave gathering sessions and roasts are still being practiced today during 

the late spring and early summer times where a few members from all Cahuilla 

reservations participate in hikes up the trails and harvest these succulent plants. Traces 

and marks of their ancestral lineages can be seen in the rock art, remnants of village 

housing structures, broken pottery sherds, stone implements, and other cultural materials 

the ancestral lineages left behind. Oral traditions help to interpret these materials, as well 

as reflect upon named places, lineage territories, rock formations, and sacred areas. 

Cultural evidence is present in these areas and protecting them is the next step for cultural 

resource managers, preservationists and other tribal organizations. Cultural landscape use 

was intensely used before and during the historic period as Cahuilla nets made sure that 

the villages were settled and organized in areas that sustained life. As a keeper of 

knowledge and leader of his people, the net’s main job was to sustain a suitable home and 

bring balance to the people and their surrounding environment. In Cahuilla worldview, 

the land was created from the hearts of their creators and empowered through the cultural 

use of the Cahuilla. The strengths of their ancestors and the notion of their determination 
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to maintain relationships with their land are remembered by their lineage descendants 

through traditional knowledge and loved and nurtured by the present community. 
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APPENDIX A: TABLES OF DESERT CAHUILLA LINEAGES, VILLAGES, AND 

PLACE NAMES 
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Table 1. A table of Cahuilla place names, their translations, and descriptions. These places are near the Desert Cahuilla 

villages and are associated with oral histories mentioned in Chapter 3.   

CAHUILLA PLACE NAMES 

ID Letter 
Cahuilla Place 

Names 
Translations Description 

A Ahl-wah-hem'-ke house of many ravens A sacred place in the Casa de Cuerva, Santa Rosa 

Mountains (Bean 1991:39) 

B Aīakaīc  San Jacinto Peak named by "the great net' (Bean 1991:39) 

C Akawene  Place name for a ridge in the Indio Hills (Bean 1991:40; 

Strong 1987:42) 

D Alhauik no opening Indio Mountain named by "the great net" (Bean 1991:40; 

Strong 1987:101) 

E Co-pah "to drink or swallow" Where Yellow Body and his family disappeared into the 

spring (Hooper 1920:374-376; Patencio 1943:37-40) 

F Cow on vah al 

ham ah 

"the sharp point of the pestle 

of a grinding stone" 

A place name at Point Happy where Eagle Flower left his 

marks (Patencio 1943:41-44) 

G Kauissimtcem 

Hempki 

"kauis" means rock Place named by "the great net" (Bean et al. 1991:55) 

H Kavanish low or hollow place; deep 

wells  

A place name west of Point Happy (Patencio 1943:101) 
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CAHUILLA PLACE NAMES (CONT.) 

ID Letter 
Cahuilla Place 

Names 
Translations Description 

I Quawish-Ulish red hills described as the place where Coyote spilled the blood of 

Mukat's heart (quoted from Knack 1980:48; Bean et al. 

1991:79) 

J San ye wet Vandeveter A place where Yellow Body met his wife (Patencio 

1943:37) 

K Sokut-Menyil Deer Moon A place name where hunters hunted deer in the moonlight 

Bean et al. 1991:84); Barrows 1967:33)  

L Tachimaulum Palms between Indio and Mecca hills (Bean et al. 1991:85; 

Curtis 1926:164) 

M To-ho hunter who never gets his 

game 

place where Yellow Body originally came from (Bean et 

al. 1991:94; Patencio 1943:37; Chase 1919:30) 

N Wantcina  place name for the Martinez Mountains (Bean et al. 

1991:100) 

O Weal um mo  Place name for the Sacred Mountains. Also where Yellow 

Body threw the thorn from his foot (Bean et al. 

1991:101;Patencio 1943:38; Strong 1987:41) 

P We-wut-now hu In the middle of the pine May be a sacred place where the creators Mukat and 

Temaiyowit died and the first people turned to rock 

(Gifford 1918). A name for New Santa Rosa (Barrows 

1967:37) 
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Table 2. Table of Desert Cahuilla Villages and their associated lineages (Bean et al. 1991; Strong 1987; Kroeber 1976) 

DESERT CAHUILLA VILLAGES AND ASSOCIATED LINEAGES 

Object 

ID Village Name Translation Associated Lineages Nearest Location 

1 Akawene place name for ridge in the E 

Indio hills 

akawenekiktum  Indio hills 

2 Atakī  wanticiñakiktum; palpūnivikiktum Hidden Springs 

3 Awelpitcava dog lying by the trail wavitcem; kauwicpaumēauitcem Thermal 

4 Awilsīhiwiniva the willow tree awilem; wanticiñakiktum Martinez 

5 Ekwawinet/ 

Kelewutkwīikwinut 

wood hanging down or dry 

earth 

sēwahilem; telkiktum La Mesa 

6 Ēova unknown  palpūnivikiktum; tamulañitcum; 

tēviñakiktum 

Martinez Canyon 

7 Īlwukwinet Unknown masūwitcem; mūmlētcem Coyote Canyon 

8 Īsilsīveyaiutcem rock basin for coyote's water wanticiñakiktum; īsilsīveyaiutcem Agua Alta 

9 Ivīatim Cahuilla speaker kaunukalkiktum; īvīatim Agua Dulce 

10 Kaunukvela living at kaunukvelal where 

kaunakal shrubs grew 

kaunukalkiktum Baptista 

11 Kavanish low or hollow place wavitcem Indian Wells 

12 Kewil/Kiwil Unknown wanticiñakiktum-tamianawiticem Cottonwood Springs 
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DESERT CAHUILLA VILLAGES AND ASSOCIATED LINEAGES (CONT.) 

Object 

ID 
Village Name Translation Associated Lineages Nearest Location 

13 Maswut helaanut ceremonial matting 

spreading;rock water hold 

kauwicpamēauitcem Painted Canyon 

14 Mauūlmiī/Toro Unknown wakaīkiktum; pañakauissiktum; 

sewahilem; 

tamulañitcum;sawalakiktum 

Toro 

15 Palaiyil water turtle panuksēkiktum Thermal 

16 Palhīliwit wide water mūmlētcem; masūwitcem; wīitem Martinez Reservation 

17 Palm Springs unknown name for village in 

palm springs 

kauwicpamēauitcem Palm Springs 

18 Palmulūlukalet Unknown wēwonicyauam Mecca   

19 Palpūnivikiktum 

hemkī 

water, circling, over, living at, 

territory 

palpūnivikiktum; tamulañitcum; 

tēviñakiktum 

Alamo 

20 Palsētahut salt water akawenekiktum; taukatim Cabezon Reservation 

21 Palsētamul salt water agave taukatim Cabezon Reservation 

22 Paltēwat water and pinyon pine wavaaīkiktum Indio 

23 Paltūkwic 

kaīkaīawit/ 

Palkausinakela 

blue water, little water coming 

from the spring 

wantciñakik-tamianawitcem Fig Tree John, Oasis 
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DESERT CAHUILLA VILLAGES AND ASSOCIATED LINEAGES (CONT.) 

Object  

ID 
Village Name Translation Associated Lineages Village Name 

24 Pa-nach-sa/ 

panūksī 

Unknown wakaīkiktum; panuksēkiktum Toro Peak 

25 Pūichekiva roadrunner's house wantcauem; awilem; 

wantciñakiktum 

Martinez 

26 Sewakil Unknown Sewakil Indio 

27 Temalsēkalet earth crack Autaatem Martinez Reservation 

28 Temal-wa-hish dry earth Sawalakiktum La Mesa 

29 Temelmekmekuka earth   wantcauem  Martinez 

30 Tevutt/ Tevi the place of the pinyon trees Tevinakiktum Little Pinyon Flat 

31 Tūīkiktumhemki Unknown Tūīkiktum Mecca 

32 Tūva Unknown wantciñakik-tamianawitcem; 

telkiktum; telakiktum 

Fish Springs 

33 Ūlicpatciat Unknown Mūmūkwitcem near tūva 

34 Wavaii Unknown Wavaīkiktum Fargo  Canyon 

35 Wehghett Unknown  Little Pinyon Flat 

36 Wilamū/ Weal um 

mo 

place name by Yellow Body awilem; autaatem Pinyon Flat 

 Paliliem hemki bat's house Tamulañitcum Santa Rosa Mnts. 

 Tcīuk Unknown Wakaīkiktum Santa Rosa Mnts. 

 Ūakī Unknown Wīitem Santa Rosa Mnts. 
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Table 3. A table of lineage names, associated moieties, and the three phases of historic settlements 

DESERT CAHUILLA LINEAGE NAMES, MOIETY IDENTITY, AND PHASES 1-3 VILLAGE SETTLEMENTS 

Lineage Name Translation Moiety Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

Akawenekiktum people living at the long ridge of 

mountains E of Indio 

Coyote Akawene Unknown Palsētahut 

Autaatem high up Wildcat Wilamū Unknown Temalsēkalet 

Awilem dogs Wildcat Wilamū Awilsīlhiwiniva Pūichekiva 

Īvīatum Cahuilla speaking people Coyote Unknown Īvīatim Īvīatim 

Kaunukalkiktum living at kaunukvelal where 

kaunakal shrubs grew 

Coyote Kaunukvela Īvīatim Īvīatim 

Kauwicpaumēauitce

m 

caught by a rock, living in the 

rocks at Kauwis 

Wildcat Palm Springs Maswut Helaanut Maswut Helaanut 

Masūwitcem long hairs in the nose; or a sandy 

place  

Coyote Īlwukwinet Palhīliwit Palhīliwit 

Mūmlētcem mixed up Coyote Ilwukwinet Palhīliwit Palhīliwit 

Mūmūkwitcem always sick Coyote Ūlicpatciat Ūlicpatciat Extinct 

Palpunivikiktum circle over the water; swirling 

water 

Wildcat Ataki Ēova Palpūnivikiktum 

Hemkī 

Pañakauissiktum water fox Wildcat Unknown Mauūlmiī Mauūlmiī 

panuksē kiktum unknown Wildcat Panūksī Unknown Palaīyil 

Sawalakiktum unknown Coyote Ekwawinet Mauūlmiī Torres 

Reservation 

Sēwahilem mesquite that is not sweet or 

fruitless  

Coyote Santa Rosa 

Mnts. 

Kelewutkwīikwinut Kelewutkwīikwinut 
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DESERT CAHUILLA LINEAGE NAMES, MOIETY IDENTITY, AND PHASES 1-3 VILLAGE 

SETTLEMENTS (CONT.) 

Lineage Name Translation Moiety Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

Sewakil unknown Coyote Sewakil Sewakil Sewakil 

Tamulañitcum knees bent together Wildcat Paliliem Hemkī Ēova Palpūnivikiktum 

Hemkī 

Taukatim unknown Coyote Akawene Palsētahut Palsētamul 

Telkiktum unknown Wildcat Tūva Kelewutkwīikwin

ut 

Kelewutkwīikwinut 

Tēviñakiktum round basket Wildcat Tevutt Ēova Palpūnivikiktum 

Hemkī 

Tūīkiktum unknown Wildcat Tūīkiktum 

Hemki 

Tūīkiktumhemki Extinct 

Wakaīkiktum night herons Wildcat Tcīuk Panūksī Mauūlmiī 

Wantcauem touched by the river; stream Coyote Santa Rosa 

Mountains 

Temelmekmekuka Pūichekiva 

wantciñakik-

tamīanawitcem 

place name, very beautiful Wildcat Kīwil Paltūkwic 

Kaīkaīawit 

Tūva 

wantciñakiktum/Īsilsī

veyaiutcem 

place name and  later "rock basin 

for Coyote's water" 

Wildcat Ataki Awilsīlhiwiniva Pūichekiva 

wavaīkiktum unknown Coyote Wavaai Unknown Paltēwat 

wavitcem 

 

many dead branches or mesquite 

beans 

Wildcat Kavanish 

 

Awelpitcava Extinct 

 

wēwonicyauam unknown Coyote Palmulūlukalet Palmulūlukalet Extinct 

wīitem grasshoppers Coyote Ūaki Palhīliwit Palhīliwit 
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           Table 4. Table on some Historic Settlement Statistics (Strong 1987) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DESERT CAHUILLA VILLAGES, AGRICULTURAL AND HOUSING 

INFORMATION 

Object 

ID 
Village Name 

Agriculture 

Support 

No. of 

Lineages 

No. of 

Houses 

No. of 

Big 

Houses 

3 Awelpitcava No 1 6 0 

5 
Ekwawinet/ 

kelewutkwīikwinut 
No 2 2 1 

9 Ivīatim No 2 14 1 

13 Maswut helaanut No 1 12 1 

14 Mauūlmiī/Toro Yes 2 16 2 

15 Palaiyil No 1 3 0 

16 Palhīliwit Yes 3 20 3 

18 Palmulūlukalet No 1 1 1 

19 Palpūnivikiktum hemkī No 2 20 1 

20 Palsētahut No 1 7 1 

21 Palsētamul No 1 9 0 

22 Paltēwat No 1 7 1 

25 Pūichekiva Yes 3 13 2 

27 Temalsēkalet Yes 1 6 1 

31 Tūīkiktumhemki No 1 7 0 

32 Tūva No 1 9 1 

33 Ūlicpatciat No 1 1 1 
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APPENDIX B: GIS MAPS OF HISTORIC VILLAGE SETTLEMENTS
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Figure 3. Map showing all Desert Cahuilla villages, water sources, gathering sources, and Cahuilla Place Names. 
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Figure 4.  Map showing Phase 1 of Desert Cahuilla village settlements. 
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Figure 5.  Map showing Phase 2 of Desert Cahuilla village settlements. 
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Figure 6. Map showing Phase 3 of Desert Cahuilla village settlements. 
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Figure 7. Map showing Phase 3 Desert Cahuilla Village settlements with Torres-Martinez, Augustine and Cabazon Indian 

Reservation Lands. 
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